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PART ONE: BACKGROUND FOR THE PROJECT

Jennifer: Of the different kinds of
writing you do in .your
classroom, which do you
like to dub bs9,0-

Miguel: Cdlmar Mail.

Jennifer: What is special' to you
about doing Colmar Mail?

_Miguel: You can talk to a peZ=.
Son like that, ink a
tilegit way.

1.0 Introduction- Mighel has learned that writing ca

communicate this intentions, to someone_-effodrtively, fust as

talking can. What Miguel knows about writing,, as akflgurth

grader, is something too many children do'not have thea chance

to learn before they decide thattdhool writing is difficult,

nviea-aanti and not really goodfor anything personally mean-

ingful anyway. Miguel is one of thirty-two second, third, and

fourth graders who participated in my year long study of

'their use ofa school -based podtal `system at Colmar Elementary

School in Bell Gardens, illifornia. He may be more articulate

than Some, but l do not think it is unreasonable to consider

his point of view typical of the other

The purpose of thiS bapkground pert of the report is to

stablish two separable but closely related contexts which are

neceScary for-an understanding of.the project. The first

pertains to the' theoryolapd research which guided me, and the

second, to the nature of the operation of the postal system at
*

Colmar. Sectidn 1.1 dlscusses the theoretical ration

Motivated the study. Section 1.2 describes the desig

which

deve-



lopment, and implementation of ttihe ppstal sysfbm at Colmar, as

well as its daily operation Section 1;3.dscusses my aims in

selecting, classrooms and StUdents to participate in the pro-
Different sqIes of managing the postal onj the

V

classroom level are described; Sectioft 1.4 discusSes data

collection, bOth linguistic and'ethnographic methods. Final-
]

ly, Section 1.5 des rities my brasic approach to this research

.project,andmy aims in presenting'my findings. It is clear

throughout that the phenomenon J.Jrae inveStigating had acgreaty

deal dE. mpact on my method of approaching it and the shape My
E-

report woul ke=.

r

1.1._:Theotetipail'Rathaldi By the time children first

enter schopi; they have accomplished the extremely complex,

task of acquiring proficiericy in oheand often two or more

'languages. Their linguistic knowledge enAnpasses not only

structural rul,esJbf hoveto create grammatical utterances, but

aiso social rules of language use, the underStanding of what

is.appropriate to'say to-whom on what occasions.

research on literacy development (eg.i Cook=-Gumperz and

dumpetr; 1931)looints to the importanceof allowing children

to draw 09 the rich oral language tradition as they make the
0

.

transition to written literacy. Too often instructional
0*

_

method's do not make use'of what children already know in the

etfort to move them into new areas of literacy development.

..
Recent

In writing instruction, the focus .is often on mechanical

matter% such as handwriting or Spelling and ,thetorical matters

lating to formal content, with the result that children



rarely have the Opportunity to just ".talk on Raper" to grow

coMfortable with the medium. As Miguel described above, the

postal system at Colmar provides students .with precisey that

opportun

From the point ofview of an ol,servant outsider looking

in, t seemed that there were several important ways -in which

use of the postal system would allow children to draw on their
4

oral language as they made the. transition to literacy. First,

in writing letters they could draw on the full ;range of lan=

guage functions that is part of their ora language compe-

t,p When Ichildreh talk/ they invite, they insult,they

apologize, they brag,. they compliment; they ccAplaini ,they.

ask; they itiform; etc., etc. *Typically, when they write in
i

-; - i
. _

school; they art only asked to inform, one small piece of
_

their oral language compe"ence.
-

SedOnd, it seemed tha% liX:eoial_ communication; communi-

cation in letters would be functional.! That -is, chiI4en
s,

would write. letters in order to say real things to real: peo- -

.

,. /

pie. What they wrote would be self-:generated; rather than

teachergenerated. it would bejntend4d to accomplish cm-.
..

MUnicdtiV'd goals truly felt by children rather than external

goals imposed by a teacher. '

And; third, it seemed that communicatiOn'in letter, like

oral communication, would be interactive. Unlike most :school

writing tasks, which are designed for-an unknown audience,

Children Would write letters to a kn'own recipient, and They

would write with the expect'ation of a response.

v



The value of functional, interactive writing in writing

development had been documented by Shuy (1481) and Staton

( wvith Shuy and Kreeft, ±982) in the context of dialogue Jour-
* -

.nals, where a teacher. and a student write to one another on a

daily basis. The postal system at CO1Mar provided another

context; with somewhat_ different operational rules, in which

to observe fhb- effects of such' writing. me pilot work that

; had done at Colmar during the 1980-1981'school year,

(Greene, 1981) indicated that functicinal, interactive writing,
A

which employed a range of language functiohs, was, indeed,
4

being done; And'it'revealed some- of the formal aspects

involved as children learned to use the postal.system.

.The purpose of this study was to use linguistic and

ethnographic methods to investigate two questions. First,

wanted to find out what children used the postal system for,
-

what.they wrote about and what language functions they em-

ployed. '1 wanted tokknow how the postal system entered into

their personal, social, and academic lives: Second, I wanted

to find out what was involved in learning to correspond, i.e.,

to interact with someone through the medium of writing. This

seemed to me to be the essence.of being able to use the postal

system. l viewed learning to use the postal system as the

acquisition of a cultural tool, in Vygotsky's (1978) sense.

With the few changes involved in the transition from'the

Colmar postal system to the Unified Stites postal system,

children were:acquiring use of a tool that would be of value

to them for the rest of their lived.

or S
°

4 Jcm
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1.2 The- Colmar Postal System. Understanding precisely

what,this tool waq that Colmar students were learning to use

requires a bit of explanation. As anyone who has been involved

with Successful educational innovation, nows, implementation

of th# postal system -at Colmar, did not happen overnight. It

started in a 2-3-4 bilingual classroom in another school in

the Montebello.Unified School Dist i.ct where an observant and

clever teacher noticed that her stu ents were writing a lot of

notes to one another. She decided to try to channel some of

that energy into her classroom writing program by establishin4

a postal center there. As she watched her students writing

letters, she noticed such things;as an increase in the amount

of time her students spent writing, a desire on their part to'

Send and receive letters, the ease with which they learned

correct letter writing form.' /By answering all the letters she

received, she foilnd that she could model adult writing for

them and facilitate their writing development. 4

Then, as often happens to good teachers, she was promoted

out Hof the classroom, to the position of reading specialist at
_

Colmar. During her firs year thefe, ,she worked with many

teachers, helping them set up language arts centers. fn many

classrooms, they started postal centers, with good reaultS.
o

It was.at this point that she started thinking stout the
A

prospect of a school-wide postal.system. She presented the

idea to the ColMar staff, and the staff approved. She formed

a committee consisting of a crossction of teacherS, and

together they developed the groundwork for the Colmar Postal

System. The committee presented its plan to the staff, and

J



the plan was enthusiastically received. USing compensatory

educatiOn funds:they printed stationiry, stamp designed by

the students, direction cards, and directories. Aides made
ti

mailboxes for each class: and a big one for the library.

i

Fin-

individualally, the teachers set up their ndividual claasrooM centers,

a central post office was established in the library, and the

postal system was ready to go; Everyday a mail person from

each class delivers mail to the central post office. Two

fourth gradetclerks go to the library at 10:00 a.m.'to cancel

(they had their own cancellation stamp made) and sort, the

mail. Then at 10:30, two deliverers go to .the library, put on

mail helmets, ill their mail baga, and deliver the mail.

So this is the school-level context in which letter

writing happens atColmar. At the time my study began, the

postal system had been in operation successfully for two

years. The reading specialist's leadership in the desicin,

development, and implementation of-the postal' system, actively

invOlVing teachers every step ofthe wayi was no doubt, a large

part of her success with the project. Winning a California

School_Boards award for innovative curriculum projects in

'1982 helped to confirm the role of the. postal system as an

important institution at Colmar, and set an example for other

SchOola to follow:.

1-3 Choice of Classrooms and.Students for Participation:

After becoming familiar with the operation of the postal
. A

system during my pilot work, I developed a plan for this

project which involved working in four'classrgpms with,a total

6
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of thirty-two students. r wanted four classrooms in order to ,v

be sure of hAving some variation in teacher management,of the

postal system. Explaining my method for selecting classrooms

requires some information About how aolmar (*Crates.' Because

of overcrowding, Colmar is on a year-round schedUle. The school

is divided into four "tracks': (the groupings have no relation

to student ability); each °X which is.in session fOr-nine

weeks and then on vacation for.three. It is a neighborhood"
,

school, with each !"track" consisting of one quadrant. 'of 'the.

neighborhood. Thus, the childten who are iri"school together

are also on vacation together, and is among children on

each "track" that most friendships tend to be. Bdcausi I knew
1

from my pilot work that most letters are written betWeen

friends, I wanted the four ClaSrooms I chose .to 'be on a

single "tradk.". The "trick"' I chose had the most equal rep-

resentation of second, 'third, and fourth graders. There were

two 2-3classrodmS, one 3, and one 4.

In Mrs;( F's claSdroOm, one of the 2-3'si letter, writing

was a free time activity. spe taught a lesson on letter form

early in the
/

year, biat from then on (with the exception of

class time taken to write-,to the Great Pumpkin and the Easter

Bunny) studentt were on their own. Numerous times in my

observations; I heard Ch.i.ldren requested to put their sta=

tionery away and to return tQ the task at hand. Letter wri-

ting was a popular activity-there.
.

In Ms G's room; the other 2-3, the children were divided

into four groups, -And each group went to a post offiae Qenter

7
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one, and sometimes two times a week. There, children were'

required to write one letter an d allowed to write more if time

permitted; Letter, writing was also a free time activity.

..In Ms R's'classrdom, tbe fourth grade, the postal system,

fUnCtioned much as it did.in Mt G's room, as a weekly, or more

frequent, center, and as a free time activity. A great deal

pfletter writing was done in Ms R's classroom.

In Mr.-13Ns classroom, the third grade class, management

of the postal system was more carefully monitored. Letter'''

writing was taug1t as_a whole class activity on a weekly

basis; Mr. D. was insistent uponcorrect spelling andform.

Other appeAS of, the teacherS' behavio r _with respect to

the postal system will emerge in the report, but it is worth:

tioning'ai the outset that individual te4Cher's management
.

St le aid.not affect the nature of childrenls use of the

postal system to any noticeable extent. Certain letter wri-

ting habits emerged in certain classrooms,-but the-variation

seemed to be more a matter of peer than of teacher influence.

, In choosing students to participate in the project, I

made certain at the outset"to have a reasonable balance accor-

ding to gracie level, English language fluency, academic abili-

ty (as determined by teacher jddgement), and sex. Thecom-

munity of Bell Gardens is one of the poorer East Los Angeles

suburbs. The population of the school is roughly seventy

percent Hispamth, and of the-thirty-iwo children .whom I chose

to work with, twenty-seven had Spanish surnames; Of these

twenty-seven, twenty-three spoke Spanish as their first Iant.

guage and had learned English more or-less recently, with



somewhat Varying degrees of fLuehcy;-i All were; at the time of

my selection, considered bilingual; although; in some cases;

the degree to which they were bilingual seemed questionable to

me. For of the students with non=Hi§pani-c surnames were

Anglo; and one was Samoan, although hiS first language was

Englisn. Of the thirty-two students; night were in the second

grade, fOurteen in the third; and ten in the fourth. All of

the students whom I invited to participate is the project

igreel to do ,c), and received parental permission.

1.4 Data Collection: Data collection involved collecting

written SaMples for linguistic analysis; and ethnographic

methods of observing and interviewing. I gave all the stu-

dents in each of the four ClaSStooMS a manila envelope in

which ) store the letters they received. On the front of the

envelope was taped a form on wnich to record the date, reci-

)ient, and SChbbl address of all the letters they wrote. On a

monthly basis I collected the envelopes Snd copied the Letters

written by the students in the project which had been received

since t:le previous collection; On a weekly baSiS; and some-

times more often becauso of a special event; I ObSerVed in the

classrooms when letters were being written and when they were

being distributed;

When I was in the clasSrOOMS I played the role of a

helper, happy to assist with spelling (the 'usual "PrOblem") or

other tatters pertaining to writing; My specific behavior was

partially a product of the particular classroom I was in find

that teacher's style of managing the postal system; I also

9



obserVed the Children when they were on the playground at

recess, noting whO played with whom and the kinds of talk I

heard.

In June I interviewed the thirty -two students in order to

better understand their feelings about the postal system and

its usefulness for them. At tnat time I also interviewed the

four teachers, to hear from them how they felt the postal

system fit into theit overall writing curriculum, and to

discuss the students;

1.5 Data Reduction and Analysis_. The essence of my pur-

pose in presenting the results of my study is to document what

children who are in the process of learning to write do when a

school-wide postal system i8 part of their educational envir-

onment. I wanted the children to be real and to be allowed to

reveal themselves through what they wrote, what they Said to

me, and what I observed about them. I view the complete set

of written data I ccillected as a whole, representing the full

range of ways second, thitd, and fourth graders at Colmar are

likely postal 8y8t-em; The Childten had the right

of censorship, and for this and other reasons having to db

With unavoidable slack in the collecting of letters; .1 am

certain there are letters I did not see. But if the body of

data I have is viewed as a whole, then each child represents

some part of that whole; Of the complete range Of concerns

and language functions that appear in the letter8; each child

contributed one subset of them. Each child's subset may be

slightly or, perhaps, markedly different from the others; I

10



have noted the unusual; and focused my reporting on the more

general.

I have not tried to fully portray each child. Rather, I

have selected an illustrative set of letter writing strategies

which; in my opinion, satisfactorily represents the whole. I

have selected letters which illustrate clearly and interes-

tingly the range of letter writing strategies I found. In

this respect my methodolgy is more like the artist than the

scientist doing qualitative educational research (Eizner,

1981). Rather than fully accounting for the whole by quanti-

tative methods; I am allowing a part to represent the whole,

knowing that the vitality that is so much a part of children's

use of the postal system at Colmar will better shine through

this way.

A story could have been told AboUt each child; without

question; But doing that was simply beyond the realm of

possibility. There were a few cases; however; where it was

impossible not to focus on one child at length, and in these

instances a complete section is focused on a single child.

Part Two draws from the complete set of data to demonstrate

how children across the grade levels use the postal system.

Part Three draws from a much smaller set of data to illustrate

what is involved as children learn to correspond. Part Four

suggests implications for education. The kindS Of contribu-

tions a school-based postal system can make to children'S

writing development are discussed.

11



PART TWO: HOW CHILDREN USE THE POSTAL SYSTEM

2=0 Introduction. Any examination of how children use

the postal system must, at least implicitly, also be concerned

with their purposes in using it. That is to say, children'S

purposes for writing motivate and guide what they write.

Purposes, however, are internal and; therefore, nonobservable.

Children's concerns, on the other, hand, that is, the things

which they consider important and interesting, are apparent in

what they write. It is the purpose of this part of the report

to investigate the concerns that are manifest in the child-

ren's letters through an examination of the language functions

in which these concerns occur.

Use of the term 'concern' is intended to reflect the fact

that much of the letter writing that children do does not have

a topic in any usual rhetorical or linguistic sense. This

writing might be calld pre=tdpital in that it involves a

somewhat amorphous; yet pervasive concern with interpersonal

relationships. Certainly there are occasions when a specific

topic, like a sport r a particular academic subject; is

apparent, but generally even these are woven into the larger

concern of interpersonal relations. The term 'language func-

tion' is used here to refer to the surface level manifestation

of the writer's intention, the goal to be achieved by a writ-

ten sentence part, whole sentence, or series of sentences;

The language functions, for example, complimenting or invi-
- .

Ling, convey the writer's aims in cOmmunicating, and they also

12



reflect his or her attitude with respect to the larger concern

With interpersonal relations:

This section begins with a discussion of the most fre-
e..

quently occurring language fuOction in the data, which is
.

perhaps most accurately described-as an affirmation of friend-,

ship. The child's concern in these instances is unquestionab-

ly wit the interpersonal, ",you and me." The second section

c)investigates other language functions that occur in letters

among peers, while the'third examines what children write to

adults.. Finally there are case studies of two children, James

and Caridad,,C./ho use the postal system extensively and yet in

rather dissimilar. mays.

ti

N.
2.1 Affirmations of Friendship. Thi function is treated

first and in 4a. section of 'its own because of its pervasiveness

inthe date. It seems to be phe functiolt.that appears firSt

in children's letteria; the onefrom which others evolve;

However, the reasons for its pervasiveness are apparently:as

much socially based as they are developmentally based. Affir-

matioas of friendship are a matter of convention in children's

letter writing. For reasons that will be suggested brbw,:
R

they bedOme the standard of appropriateness. The letter in

Willustratesone-baSiC fotM of the fUnction.

1) . Sept 21, 1981
Dear Caridad
you are my best
frend

LoVe
Zoraya (Mr. D, 3)

(After each letter the author's classroom and grade leVel are

13
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identified. The childrin's spelling, punctuation, spacing

line breaks, and placement of letter parts, haN.Ye not-been

altered. Misspelled wordsof questionable decipherability are

corrected in parentheses. '(Pic)' appears between the body of

the letter and the closing, where the picture°box is placed on

the stationery, if the writer drew'a picture. A letter may

be assumed to have been addripesed to a classmate, unless it is

otherwise identified'. When a writer did not sign a letter,

his or her name appears in parentheses'at the end of the

letter. A letter written in-Spanish is followed immediately
0

_-
by the English translation.)

There is another basic form which the affirmation of

friendship takes, illustrated in (2). Here there is an ex-.

pression of feeling rather than a claiin of status.

2) 9\2\81
Dear
Gina I love
you very
much

4
(pic)
Becky (Mrs. F, 2)

Typically a child who uses one of these basic forms does not

use the other. Children seem to settle on a particular stra-

tegy that feels right and use it as a foundation'on which tq

build.

There may be a tendency for less experienced writers to

write more simple, pared down affirmations of friendship than

those for whom writing comes more easily. For example, Julio,

who as a fourth grader stll had considerable diffidulty with

writing, wrote the undated (3) sometime in November. (Julio

was retained in the fourth grade the following year.)

'16
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John-you
Are. my friend
(Julio) (Ms R,

However, the trend toward`simplicity cannot be attributed to

ability dr experience only. Students have other reasons for

writing what they do. Five days after Becky wrote 7the letter

in (2), she wrote to Gina again, aa.thown in.(4).

4) Dear 9/7/81
Glha f love
you very much
yOu Are nice.
I miss you
when I am at
home
(Pic)
Becky

I-

(Becky's picture's are nearly Always hearts, with or without

arro*s through them.) Here, in addition to her "I loveyou,"

Becky provides a reason for her affirmation offriendship,,or.

an explanation for the basis for her feefngs, ."You

and a statement about the effect of hang theSe feelings, "I

nice,"

miss you when I am at home." -Fir letter is tight and cphe.=.-
1 V

rent. Clearly Becky makes choices when she writes as 'to how

simple and short she wants her letter to be,or how elabo-
.:%

rated. Most frequently during the year, she chose to write

short, unadorned affirmations of friendship.

Similarly Zoraya is not limited to writing letters as .

streamlined in their affirmations4,

of friendship as (1). *She

.

did (1) in cursive handwriting, a skill which was quite new to

her as ,a third grader, and one which may have been didtracting

her from focusing on other Aspects Of her writing. Four days

previous to writing (1), she had sent (5) to_Caridad, this one

15
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printed rather than in cursive writing.

5) Dear. Caridad 9/17
like you because you are

nice to me; Can you are my
best friend
(pic).
Love Zoraya

Here she gives a reason for her feelings and uses an affirma-

tion of friendship to create a powerful punch line. Zoraya's

second letter to Caridad, in (1), mays a simpler because of

the-strain of doing cursive writing; or because it was her

second letter and she had already Outdone herself in the

first; (Caridad had written to her on September 17; too, so

the brevity of Zoraya's second letter was probably not due- to

frustration at fa lure to get a'response from Caridad.) Since

native English speakers, as well as children whose first

language is Spanish, write identical affirmations of iriend-
,

ship in English; t'is Also unlikely that a lack of fluency in

English is the cause of the brevity of these letters. What-

ever other factors may be involved, it Seems clear that child-

ren write Affirmations of friendship, at least in part,
A

because that is the socially appropriate thing to do.

The remainder of 'his section examines an illdstrative

selection of letters in which an affirmation of friendship is

the only or primary language function in an effort to describe

and, where possible,-to explain the variation that occurs. One

of the more common Means by which a -etter containing an

affitat i _ enlargedon o efriendship is s by reference to an

activity in which the writer and the.addresSee participate
/'

together. 1n 6), for example, Becky mimes the general cute-

1S



gory of play .

Ow
6) Dear Julia

I love you very
much and I like to
play with you.
(pic)
Love Becky (Mrs. F,

In (7) Alex names a specific shared play ctivity.in his
a

letter to a friend in another dlassroom.

Sept 24
Dear Mario
I like to play
kickball with you

(.and like you
Mario
(Pic)
by Alex (Mrs. 3)

JP.

(Alex alddresscs Mario directly in his letter, a common occur-

_rence among some children. Also, he closes his letter with.

'by': an action which suggests that<his letter writing, is

influenced by other: school writing tasks.) In (8), Carlos.

names a specific activity, as well as his other friends who

participate in it.

8) 12=3=81
Dear Guillermo
You are my Best
friend and we
play monsters with

tfjose and alejandro'
and alvaro
your friend
Carlos (Mr.D, 3)

Andy mentions another best friend, as well as a shared'

activity, in.(9).

9) 3-25-82
Dear Eliseo
your my best
friend and Carlos
and we play
kickball
(pic)
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friend
"Andy (Mr. D, 3)

The naming. a Stiared activity seems to provide a context for

the affirmation of friendship. This in effect reflects a real
4

world truth, that the shared.activity is, in a sense, tHe

context in which the friendshipis embedded. Contextualiza-

tion has long beeri recpgnistd as a feature of childrens'

.developing language. It is not surprising, therefore, that as

these chiraren. struggle to connect with one another throd4h

the strange medium of writing, they draw from the salient

features of the contexts in which their friendships take

place.

In (10), Alma not onlynames an activity which she and

her friend share, but also makes a boast (or at least states.

what she perceives to be a fact), which makes the contextual

backgrour of the shared activity come alive -or her.

4 10) October 8 1981
Dear Zoraya
you are my best friend
and'iometimes yoU play
with me tethgrball and I
win you all the time
(Pic)
your best friend
Alma.(Mr. D, 3)

In (11), Julia's reference toohared activities occurs in an

offer or bargain she is making.

11)

A

Dec 7
Dear Delfina
I like you very
much you are my Best
Freind Derfins
I am your Best Fiend
I_will be in :your club
if you play hou'se with
me today

love Julia (Mrs.

18
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There is the sense here that Julia is indirectly *king for

friendship, perhaps that .she is attempting to arrange for

activities that will give the association a chance to. grow.

The concept of being best friends, as it appears in children's

letters, does nOt seem ..pp involve mutuality. "You afe Ty, vat.

friend" is a statement about my feelings for "i-adiy&ir.

best fi.iend" is a statement about my beha dor towaApt you, r

am n ce to you. Being a best friend doe not involve exclu-.

sivity, either. As Andy's letter in.(9) shows, it is possible
.

to have more than one best frien4. Furthermore,.Aust as it is.

possible to have a best friend, one can also have a best

cousin, as Carlos' lettei in (12) to. Philip, who in another0

,classroom, illustrates.

12) Sept 17 1981
Dear Phillip
Yuo are my Best
cousin and we go to
your house and we Play
Soccer and marbles and
baaeballand catch
love Carlos (Mr. D, 3)

Naming a shared activity is a method several children use

to elaborate an affirmation of friendship. They ground it, or

lend it credence, by maklireference to a familiar activity.

There are other methods used to lend credence to an affirma-

.tion of friendship. What Caridad doeS is to tell her friends

why she likes them', as in (13). y(See Section 2.5 or a de-

tailed examination of Caridad's use of the posts'. system.)_

13), 10/8
Dear Margaret
I like you because you are nice
to me and you are nice to
Norma to godd by
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Margaret
Your friend Caridad (Mr. D, 3)

Paricia's strategy for'elaborating her affirmations of

friendship is.ta promise .a gift, as in (l4)

14) 4/21
Dear Isela
I like you and
r will boing
gum for you?
Love Patricia (Ms G, 3)

i

(-Patricia has begun to take note of the question mark. Per -

haps

--- , I S%
ft-

,haps her use of it here reflects a question in her mind as to

whether or not she will be able to bring gum for Iiela.) . Pat=

ri ia's strategy is actually more general than (14) demon-

A
i

s tes. She follows her affirmations of friendship with a

kind thought of some sort, which provides evidende of her

good intention. (15) illustrates another examplpeof this stra-

",gegY.

lat
15) Dear Efizabeth,

your my best
*c..

friend and I hpe
you in my next
class in 4
(pic)
Love Patricia (Ms G, 3)

Toward the end of the year', Patricia pr&te-a letter in

which her concern with interpersonal relations seems to have

grown into a real topic. The letter is clearly an affirmation

of friendship, but here she is focusing directly on the topic

of being friends. The letter, in (16), is written to A friend

in another classroom.

16) 5/11
Dear Melissa
How are you? I am fine thank you.
I.hope we all-could be friend
for every and every every me and

v
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Liz has so lets be friend like
me and Liz
(pie)
Love Patricia (Ms G, 3)

(This is Patricia's first use of what becomes a commonly used

strVegy among the more mature letter,wripers: asking a

question of her Addressee and then answering It for herself-

"How .are you? I am fine," actually becomes a standard, ritua=

i\,listic greeting in many children's letters. Patricia s, one

of the few students whioses a question mark in the question

answer sequence. 'Once-children start using it as .a standard

greeting, they no longer perceive it as containing a real4

question. For Patricia here "How are you?" still is a real

question, and she even goes so far as to .thank her addressee

for hypothetically haVing aske;c1 it. This sort of play with

language, pretending someone has asked a question and ans-

wering, demonstrates a growing control of .the rules of lan-

guage use.)

Even among some of the most mature foUrth graders affir-

mations Of friendship are eometimes the sole concern of a

letter. Cindy's letter in (1?) demonstrates

sophisticated concept of what friendship is,

17). 1/24/82
Dear Yvonne. 'Hi I like,you and yodr a
special friend to me and nobody else is. And
I like you very very much and I Love
you as _a friend. I will like you alwayA
even if we fight even if you mad at,
me I will always like you and love
you. ove you Yvonne and I don't care
.you la eitheV

Lo e you 'always Cindy (Ms R, 4)

Such demonstretiv nese is by noMeans characteristic,only

quite a
,

of the older girls, as Nieves' letter in (18) shows.
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18) October 1981
I love you Lorena_
and you love mi to
and 1 sent you This Letter
because _I lorie you
so mutch
(Nieves) (Ms G, 2)

(Note the Spanish influence in Nieves' spelling 6f 'me': mi.)

It is interesting to note that affirmation& of friendship

did-not occur in the oral language of these children during

observations of their face to face interaction. Friendships

are negotiated, maintained, broken, and renegotiated in a

-myriad of ways in the course of the day's activities, but

strong affirmations of frienddhip, as illustrated here, seem

to be limited to letter writing. The question arises as to "why

they are so pervasive in children's letters. While there are

no conclusive answers, several possiblities are available.

The first, and perhaps the 'met obvious takes this line of

thinking: children write letters in order to get letters in

return; saying something nice is likely to insprire a reci-

pient to write back; an affirmation bf friendship is dome=

thing dice. There is no doubt some truth to this line of

thinking but it does not go deep enough.-

Often in children's behavior there arc etvidences of pre-
,

cursors of adult behavior. Child forms evolve into adult

forms as children make generalizations; and test_ and refine

them. Since.suth diredt affirmat4ons of friendship do not

occur as the sole language fUndtion in, adult' letters, it'is

reasonable to ask what adult behavior Children might be ap-

proximating with their affirmations of friendship. Typically
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adults write letters about mutual interests; topics that grow

out of a Shared framework of experience. Might it not be true

that children, too, are searching for topics of mutual ite-

rest, and that affirmations of friendship focUS on the most

accessible candidate: you and me? That is, you and me in our

entirety; the whole being easier than the parts, the whole

person being easier to focus on than his or her attributes.

It seems that affirmations of friend-Ship might be the most

available way to connect with a person through writing for

writers who have not yet gained a sure sense of control over

the medium. For these writers, too, a letter is a gift with a

message. The message is important, but the giving of the

gift; with the hope of receiving one in return; is more so.

An affirmation of friendship in a letter, then, is a gesture

whiCh allows children to connect in writing from the start.

It provides a way of taking a turn, giving vthe recipient

something tangible to indicate that the turn is now his;

Later it will be refined and broken down into a variety of

less global, more adult-like functions.

2.2 Other Uses of the_ -stem amnion g_Peets; In

this section the concerns or topics chi2dren write about to

-their peers form the organizational basis for an examination

of the languacla functions they employ. Interpersonal rela-

ions is the overriding concern among peers and i8 considered

first; followed by school and free time activities;

Much of the strictly interpersonal writing takes place

between girls. ComplimentS abound as children focus on wri-

23
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tiny something that will inspire a response. ZorAyA's letter

in .(1) starts off with two compliments.

1) 10-10-81
Querida Lili
tu_eres bonita y tienes bonito
pelo. _y_me gusta jugar contigo a
tetherball. mira la estampilla
8i to gusta me dices y man
dame una carta
(pic)
Love
Zoraya P (Mr. D, 3)

(Dear Lili
you are pretty and you have pretty
hair. and_I like to play
tetherball with you. look at the stamp
if you like it tell me and send
me a letter
Love
Zoraya)

As Zoraya gravitates toward a request for a letter from Lili

by giving her a specific task ("look at the stamp tell me if

you like it"), it becoMes reasonable to infer that her intent

in paying Lili the compliments is; at least in part; to con-

tribute to the effort to get Lili to write back. "Say some-

thing nice, if you want a response."

The intent -'of Alma's compliment in (2) is more difficult

to infer. PO hApS her entire letter is really an affirmation

_of frienash p clad in a compliment. Certainly Alma's inex-

perience atl paying compliments shows.

2) 1-13-82
Dear Zoraya P.
I like your dress
because_its like my dress
And my dress is red
and your dress
is yellow
(pic)
Your friend
Alma D (Mr.
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In Julia's letter in (3), there is a cumulative effect in

her three compliment8 at the end, as she progresses from the

merely ,descriptive to the superlative.

September 10 1981
I like you
missy y you are
good_ to me
I like to play with
you on the swings
pith you.
Missy you are cute

Missy how did you get
so prite
your the cuteest girl

(Julia) (Mrs. F, 2)

In (4) Julia uses first an affirmation of friendShipi then a

simple yes/no queStion as to whether or not her addre8See is

her friend, then an invitation, and another affirmation of

_friendship, all in aid of cementing the friendship. She

follOWS these language functions with some inforMation about

herself; the intent of which is not absolutely clear.

4) 9/29
Dear su8y
I like you very
much; are you
my friend Susy
I what you to
come to my House
Su5y V
I like you very much
I am seven years old
my faVrite animal
is a tettle

Love Julia (Mrs. F, 2)

Perhaps Julia's teacher or someone Of influence in her life

1-kas told her that writing about herself i8 an appropriate

thing to do in a letter, and she is giving it a try. She

wrote part of this same information, that the turtle is her

favorite animal, to her teacher, too.
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Just as they write about being friends in their letters,

girls a1so write about not being friends. (5) .is again from

Julia; 'Here she is seeking friendship, as she has before, but

in this instance she is considering why she might not be her

addressee's friend.

5) 12/4
Dear Delfina.
I like very much
will you be mY freind;
I like to play with you.
I am seven years
old. 1.know why your
not my Freind becuse I am
littleer_than. you
I know that I'm only

seven
Love
Julia (Mrs; F,

Julia's addressee in (5), Delfina, is older than Julia and a

grade ahead. Here it seems that Julia's purpose in telling

Delfina that she is seven years old is not so much to inform

het as to explain why Delfina dOeSn't like her better, and

perhaps to imply that size and age are not justifiable reasons

for a lack of friendliness;

Some girls write not only about their own friendships.

but also abOut the friendships of others. In. (6) Judith

wants to control her addressee's choice of friendS.

6) 3-30
Dear Shirley
to estas Bonita-
y Shirley no
seas a miga
de otras ninas
solo de Beatri
y yo

LOVe
Judith (Ms R, 4)
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(Dear Shirley
you are pretty
and_Shirley don't
be friends
with other girls.
only with Beatriz
and me

Love
Judith)

(Notice that Judith's opening and closing re in English.

Sometimes bilingual or Spanish speaking ttudentt who are lear-

ning English do just the reYerse, opening and closing in

Spanish and writing the body of the letter in English. 6lear-

ly these children perceive of a letter as having distinct

parts.) The friendship Judith wants to organizeis a trium...

virate made up of Shirley, Beatriz, and her. Others are to 15e

excludeC\

Occasionally girls Are more explicit about who an addres-

a see is to not be friends with. Such is the case in Yvonde's

letter in (7).

13

7) March 3
Dear Lizzy
I think that you are a very good
friend and I have gotice that you
are not Melissa friend and eather
is Patricia or me and I think
that is the best thing

Love
Yvonne (Ms R, 4)

Such writing demonttratet a type of behavior educators do not

want to nurture. Certainly the ground rules that each teacher

lays for letter writing would aavise against such unkindness.

However, it seems important to acknowledge that this sort of

'writing does sometimes occur, and that it expresses feeriags

that will be manifest in other forms'if they are not*Oritten.

An occasional unkind letter does not constitute a reason to
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stifle the privacy or freedom of choice children have in their

letter writing.

It may even be true that if children feel free to express

the worst of what they feel, they can then explore the full

range of their feelings in the letters they write. In (8),

for example Patricia makes a complaint and then goes on to

affirm her friendship with her addressee.

8) 3=3
Dear Lizzy
I not like you when you
seit (cheat) in thrreball and I like
you when you play with me
and I hope you will be in
my calss in my nast calss
and now good-by Take
card.writh liack

Love
Patricia the G, 3)

Similarly, it is possible to express regret in order to keep a

friendship going, as in (9) and (10)e

9) Dear Sonia
i am -sorry what

'I.did that day
I like you for a
Rest frend. I hope
you like me for
a Best frend
I like you o,k.

Missy (Mrs. F, 3)

10)
(gat)

1/21/82

I'm sorry for what_l said and
thmaks for the candy. It is good
andrI- really am sorry and _I
hope you will forgive me for hat
I said and I like you a lot

by your
freind
Liz (Ms R, 4)

The purpose of writing letters is not only to say what is

easy, but also, maybe, what is hard..
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It is not to be suggested that only girls engage in

:writing that is sol y concerned with interpersonal relatiort=

ships; Boys do it, oo, but not as much. In (II) and (12),

respectively, Jose and Julio seem to be selectiTg characteris-
i

tics of their friends that stand out to them. Both letters

are descriptive and, in a sense, nonengaged.

11) 1/18
Dear Glen
Glen you area bad boy you are
'a gobd friend and you are a good
dodgyball player and good-by glen

Jose A' (Ms R, 4)

12) 1/21
John
you are funny
and you are my freind
andyou like Spainish dogebaIl

(Julio) (Ms Rip 4).

Most of the writing that is really about interpersodal

relationships is either between girls, and about girls, or

between boys and about boys. In'two of the classrooms where

the research project was conducted, it was fashionable to be

interested in the opposite sex, and in two it was not. And in

the two classrooms in the first category, the interest in the

opposite sex was apparent in s me children's letters. In Mrs.

F's room, for example, (13) was written.

13) 12=9=81
Dear Wendy
Do you like
Rodney I like
him I hbpe
you Do like5
him all the
girls do But sonia
likes Gabriel
from
No Yes Missy (Mrs. F.
0 CD,
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MisSy asks her question of Wendy at the outset and later

repeats it. (Asking if the addressee likes a particular person

and supilying boxes to' be cheCked In the affirmative or nega-

tive is a popular custom in Mrs. F and Ms R's rooms. This is

a method of treating the postal system as if it were informal

note passing, in which the same note jets passed back and

forth.) Missy'S letter provides some information as toRod-

ney's standing with
2
the girls in Room F. Then Rodney's

letter in (14) provides some information as to where he stands

amidst all his popularity.

14) 12/1/81
To kose from Rodney
Deai Rose how are you
Tell sonia Dus she Love
Gadriel I She dus Tell
her why dusent she Love
me better then Gabriel
If she Love Gabriel better tell
her thet Im goingro get Gabriel
I Love Sonia

To Kose.
(Rodney) (Mrs. F, 3)

(Note .Rodney's two uses of 'tell' rather than 'ask'. He

provides evidence for Carol ChomSky's (1969) finding that

children over-generalize-their use of the verb 'tell' before

they acquire mature awareness of the distinction between the

two verbS.) After Rodney!s formulaic greeting, he makes a

request ofiCdse to get some information for him. Contingent

upon the answer to this first question, he requests that Kose

get some more information for him. And-contingent upon the

answer to this question, he asks Kose to convey a threat for

him. Then he tells how he feels about Sonia, which, in ef-

fect, is an explanation for everything that'preceded. As well
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as writing about Sonia, Rodney also writes to her a few times

during the year. (15) providean example before they became,

in their teacher's words, "an item " ,'in Room F.

Is) 10/13/81
Sonia
Dear sonic I like you
if Roill hits you tell
me and if anS, body
hits you I will get them
(pic)

(Rodney) (Mrs. F, 3)
0

).,ater, Rodney wrote Sonia one or two short love lOtters.

In Room A-g Karla and Joseph are interested in one

another, -Karla being the pursuer, and Joseph the sometimes

reluctant pursuee. Joseph's interest in girls is apparent in a

letter early in the year to Danny, shown in (16).

161 October 8 1981
Dear Danny

1=-did you like when
the, girls were
chasing us. x

from
Joseph {Ms G, 4A-3)

Karla's letter in (17) is undated, but the issue of chasing is

still certainly pertinent.'

17) .-Toeeizih

Jpeeph_I am
:going to.
shaes (chase) you''
ifyou do
what we said
to do we :will
not shaes you_

(Karla) (Ms G, A-3)

Here she threatens JoSeph with pursuit. (Note Karla's spel-

ling of"chase.' Because the v4riety of Spanish she speaks

does not haye the ph sound, while ce does have the very pimi-
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lar 'eh', she is havingtdifficulty determining just where each

sound belongsin English. As for the vowels, she,knows which

ones belong in 'chase,' but she hasn't mastered the final e

generalization that would tell her where they go.)

During the last month of school, Karla and Joseph actual-
.

ly correspond with each other. (See Section 3.4, Number 24 for

the letters.) Karla complains that Joseph doesn't write to

her just because, she is a girl, and he acknowledges that she

is essentially correct, he does not want to be the target of

embarhssin4,remarks. The postal system provides an additional

arena in Which boys and girls can explore their relationshlps

with one another.

Among academic or other sdhool-related concerns,, writing

letters gets written about quite a bit. Sometimes the concern

is with getting a letter in return, as Octavio's letter in

(17) demonstrates.

17) Sept 17
Estamado
Alejandro
te traigo.este.'
carta porke
'eres mi mejor
primo
te mandoesta
carta paraque
.me mandes tu
una carta -

(Octavio) (Ms G, 2)

1Dear
Alejandrb
I am bringing you this
letter becaupe
you-are my belt
cousin
I am sending you this
letter so that
you will send me
a letter)
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Among the youngest writers, like Octavio, it is likely that

writing letters about writing letters is a kind of contex-

tualization of the activity. It is the natural thing to write

about, because that is what is happening. Octavio is abso- .

lutely open and direct about his reason for writing to Alejan-

dro.

In (18) Caridad'S talk about writing letters seems to be

used as evJ.dence for the existence of her friendship with

Ruth, part of the affirmation of friendship.

18) 10-81
Dear Ruth
I like you beca)Le you are
nice to me and I wrote
you back and I'know you
wrote me. the End and good by
(pic)

Love
Caridad M (Mr. D, 3)

(It is Caridad's custom to tell her addressee why she likes

her. See Section 2.5 for a fuller discussion of Caridad's

use of the postal system.).

Alma focuses on the appearance of a letter she received

from her fourth grade friend, Debbie; in (19), and gets swept

into the spirit of complimenting her.

19) 9,=16=8I
Dear Debby tank you
for your cart I lik it
it was beatiful an you
ar beatiful to becouse you
always Play with,, me.
(plc)

You friend-
' (Alma) (Mr. D, 3)

(Alma's spelling of 'thank' is influenced by the variety of

Spanish she speaks, which c)oes not have the th sound that
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EngliSh does. She may well have Spanish 'carte in mind4in

hcr spelling of 'card.' For o her instances of her nonstan-

dard spelling, it is difficul to be sure whether the in-

fluence of Spanish or difficulty with the intricacies of

English spelling,,is the cause. In some cases both are, no

doubt, operating.)

Debbie's return letter, ire (20) expresses thanks for

Alma's letter and corrects her on a matter of spelling.

20) Sept 24
Dear Alma
Alma tank you for the cartd you gave
me- and-you don't spell my dame like
this Debby you spell my name lik\e
this Debbie I will give your teatherball
back Sunday -I

good by
you Friend
Debbie (Ms R, 4)

In (21) Judith thanks Shirley for her letter, tells her

she likes it, says it was pretty, refers to what Shirley said

in it. about how she was, tells Shirley again that she likes

the letter, and Asks for another-card, please. The whole

letter can be regarded as an extended affirmation of friend-

ship.

21) , 3/11
Shirley
querida Shirley yo quiero
a ser tu me Jor amiga
grasias por tu carta a mi
me gusto,tu carta
esta ba-muy Bonita
como estas tu yo
esto muy Wien
y tu en tu carta me
dises que estas bien
Shirley me-gusto tu
carta mucho sheirley
me escribes otra
carta por favor

By
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Judith V (Ms R, 4)

(Shirley
dear Shirley I want
to be your best friend
thank you for your letter
I liked your letter
it was very ,Pretty.

,shbw are you
I am just fine
and you in your letter
tell me that you are fine
Shirley I liked your
letter a lot shierley
write me another
letter please

By
Judith)

Alex received a long letter that he liked from James (See

Section 2.4 for a discussion of the nature of Jamtit' use of

the postal system.) and wrote (22) a month or so later, per-

haps in response.

22) 9/17
Deir
James I hope
you send me
more and
more letters
/ like you
(Alex) ('Mrs. .F, 3)

In (23) Joseph registers a complaint, in

indirect manner.

23) October 8

Dear Manuel
I don't Now why.
you dont write
back to me
I wrote 2
letters.
(pic)

from
Joseph (Ms 0, 3)

a somewhat

Clearly getting letters is a major concern among users of the

postal system, and that goal in itself is reason enough to
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write a4letter.
4

While the postal system is fart 9f the academic program

at Colmar, the manner in which children write about it, com-

pared to the ,manner in which they write about other academic
1.

subjects, sets it apart from the rest of the curriculum: There

is a sense of urgency in the sending and receiving of letters.

Furthermore, in contrast to the many letters about writing

letters, there are very few, among peers, about specific

Academic subjects. .1n (24) Cindy is writing about a writing

test the fourth grade class took. The fact that she fOund the. A

'event worthy of a letter suggests the significance it has for

her.

24). Dec 14, 1981
Dear Yvonne
When I took thebheart test I wrote
about when I had to go to the hopsital
because the wood in my foot. What
did you write about?
Love always

Your friend Cindy (Ms R,

In (25) Liz complains, and perhaps commiserates with her

addressee.

25) (Susan)
I hate math quizes dayda?
I mean I relly hate math quizes
We age going to work in your
Commeits

by
Liz (Ms R, 4)

Among'the fourth graders, James, too, writes about academic

subjects. (Again, Section 2.4 is focuded exclusively on James'

use of the postal system.) Among the younger children,

Maria's letter in (26) provides a rare example of focus on an

academic subject among peers:
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26) June 18, 1982
Dear Yesenia
how were you_i'M
good at spelling you
are to very good at
spelling by yesenia

your frind
Maria A

It may be that Maria is bragging about her spelling ability,

but it seems [-lore likely that she is identifying something

that she and her addressee share, the fact that they are both

gbod at spelling. Thus what looks like a cbmpliment may

Actually be the other half of this identification process.

Just as there is a limited amount of writing about

academic subjects among peers, so is there a limited amount of

writing about other school related concerns. When fourth

graders are "off track" at Colmar, that is, on their three

Week vacation following nine weeks of school, they have the

opportunity to work at school as tutors; helping younger

children. This is what Liz writes about in one letter to Pat,

(27);

27) Pat 1/21
do you what to be a tutier
and I what to be one -
and Melissa whats to be
a tutier.

Liz (Ms R, 4)

It is also possible to work in the cafeteria, as Yvonne writes

about in (28).

28) 9/22/81
Dear Beatriz
thank you -for sighning up to work
in the Cafeteria I hope you like
working in there. on Friday lets
sighn up

Love
Yvonne (Ms R,
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In (29) Sandra expresses great pleasure at having secret

knowledge'of the date of het teacher's birthday.

29) 3-15-82
Dear Regina

Only me and you now
when is Mrs; F's
birthday. Don't tell

anobody ok. You are
my beSt friend
(pic)
Don't tell
nobody o.k.

Love;
Sandra (Mrs. F,

Sandra's concern with keeping the matter secret is clear with

her tWO'ditedtiN,es. Her affirmation of friendShip is designed

to secure the secret. A best friend does not reJeal Such

important matt_ers.

In Section 2.1 it was deMOnStrated that the first elabo-

rations of affirmations of friendship Often statements

that the writer and addressee play a particular Sort or game

together. Whether school related or not, sports and games are

written about frequently, when 3 affirmation of friendship is

not the main focus of the letter. The boys play and write

about kic.u.JL and dodgeball, while the girlS are most inter-

c,sted in tethe tall. Nieves' letter in (30); which focuses on

kickball, illustrateS hiS characteristic effusiveness.

30) october 1981
Dear Soueph Im
so Happy if you Play
wath my on
Recess ckikball
and Im going to di
on your.tiem Thanks
for the leter

(Nieves) (Ms G, 2)

(A number of interesting points could be made about Nieves'
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spelling. It as some strikingly nonstandard features, some

of which reflect his native Spanish and others of which bes-

peak his conscious efforts to master some of the quirks of

English; Particularly noteworthy is 'ckikball;' he knows

about the ck combination, but he hasn't yet mastered where it

occurs.)

Also on the subject of kickball is Joseph's letter to

Raul in (31). Here Joseph compliments his addressee and

issues what is probably intended as an invitation in the form
_ -

of a yes/no question. He also requests a letter. in return;

suggesting that getting a reply is an integral part of his

purpose in writing.

31) Odtbber 1981
Dear Raul
you are a good kicker.
Do you want to play kickball.
Please writ back

From
Joseph (Ms G, 4)

In (32) Andy seems to be waxing philosophical about the

outcomes of both soccer and kickball games.

32) 11-30-81
Dear Ruben
yo y tu jugamos
soccer y tambien
jugamos kickball
y algunas- yo gano
y algunas tu ganas
y tambien hay empate
tu amigo

Andy H (Mr. D,

(Dear Ruben
I and you clay
soccer and also
we_play kickball
and sometimes I win
and sometimes you win
and also there are ties
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your friend_
Andy H)

And in (33) Bobby gives JoSe a SuggeStion about how to play

dodgeball;

33) Jose
Why in Dogball you allwes
Duck Just let them get
you out ok

BY
Bobby (Ms R, 4)
yes

It is not clear why Bobby is telling Jose how to loSe the

game.

(34) Liz combines a concern with tetherball with some

other school related matters. Her compliment on Melissa's

ability at tetherball is followed by a statement about her own

ability, which establishes a rather competitive tone.

34) 9/22/81
Dear melisa,_
you_can play
tetherball reall
good. and_I can
alitot win you
out! and melissa
what level are
you on. I'm on
leve 4 melissa!
I like work
in the Learning
Center Iwish
you could_work
wiht me please
write Love
back Liz (Ms R,
Melissa!

Liz carries the competitive spirit over into the subject of

8pol,ling, where she asks Melissa how she is doing. The re-

peated exclamation point indicates Liz's confidence in her own

standing. Her final statement sOftenS the competitive edge and

serves to affirm the friendshhip.
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Miguel's letter in (35) is another that combines focus on

a spprt with other interpersonal concerns:

35) April 14, 1982
Dear John
We are going to play Hockey 4

today. But that still does'nt
mean Im not going to get back
at Micheal. Micheal shouldnt
do bad .thing. ooh ooh
by I have to leave

(Miguel) (Ms R, 4)

Implicitly on the subject of sports and games, but

explicitly focusing on interpersonal relationships are

Rodney's letters in (36) and (37).

36) 1=18-82
Dear Alex
you pass our gang
your a leader
you and Gabriej.
and me and Kose
I Will tell you
hus in are gang"
me Kose you Luis
Gabriel. christ
BtAtch Phillip and

\YOU PASS
#1
(Rodney) (Mrs; F,

37) 1-19-82
.Dear Alex
will you take over
leader for me if I'm
not her
(Pic)

(Rodney)

In (36) Rodney is welcoming Alex into the gang and informing

him aboUt it, and in (37) he makes a reddest. The dates on

the letters indicate that focus on a particular concern can

carry over from day to day: Rodney has a customary face that

he draws; rather than signing his name to his letters.
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games..

(38) Jose asks to borrow one or another of Roberta's

38) January
12=1982

Dear Roberta
Roberta iF you
could_bring'the
Football game
or the hotky
game could
you lend me
your Foot ball
score game
you are a
nice girl.
let me and
Robert and Glenn

your Firend
Jese

\ Munch (Ms R, 4)

It is natural to wonder if Jose's compliment is not a fairly

obvious effort to get Roberta to. comply wiith.his request.

Munch or Munchy is Jose's nickname, and'he wanted to be

associated with it here.

Sports and games blend into'other free time activities.

Id (39) Jose is writing about a boxing matdh coming up on

television that evening.

39) September 1981
vr Dear-Miguel

Miguel Who do you
go for,in the fit
today in the nigth
I go for Herns I
bet you go for Sugr'e
iJunr, We do =not no
Who is ging to
win iym going
to see it
in my houes

Good By.
your friend
Jose (Ms R, 4)

Among free time activities, plans for Play activities are
4
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important to write about. In Missy's letter in (40), concern

with interpersonal relationd is closely interwoven with ideas'

for how she and Sonia might get together.

40) Dear sonia
are'you my friend I
want to be your
friend. If you want
me to go to your
house I will. can you
to to my house when
It stops raining. ,I will
Rick-you up if your
Nom let's you_go
bb you like Wendy
yes or no. I like
CI C3 you
very very
much

/-
Love
Missy (Mrs. F, 3)

Delfina's letter in (41) is quite similar to Missy's in that

the suggestion for how they might get together to play is

prefaced with a question as, to whether her addressee is her

friend.

41) Dear
wendy are you my friend
yes or no can you go

Cl to my house
I cod go down your house
I'm staying aver your house
o.k. I like you wendy
last nith my rother het me
and I codden't Brether
it was sade I was caring

Love
Delfina

After,her offer to visit Wendy and spend the night, Delfina

affirms her friendship with Wendy, and then cenfided in her
.

about being hit by her brother and having the wind knocked out

of her.

Going to the library is another free time activity, which
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Yvonne writes about in (42).

42) 3/11
Deai Cindy
how have you
been ask your
mom again if
you can go tb
the libery on
Wednesday but
please don't
ask your father

Love
Yvonne

Major holidays, especially Chris as, receive a lot of
_ _ _

attention in letters as they approach,

(42) illustrates.

Kose's letter in

42) 12-10-81
Dear Rodney
how are you what are you
going to get for Christmas
Ism.getting a. racing track
-good ---ate -_

SOS #1
(Kose) (Mrs. F, 3)

As well as curiosity about gamily Christmases, children are

also concerned with giving gifts to one another, as shown in

Rodney's letter in (43).

43) 12/16/81
Dear Delphina
thaks for the rubecub
I like for a friend

get you somthing
for Christmas goodby

(Rodney) (Mrs. F, 3)

Other special events are occasions for lettetsi and

going to Disneyland is certainly one of thes%), as Miejuel's

letter in (44) illustrates.

44) May 27, 1982
Dear John
I cant wait for June 8, 82
that is the day we go
to Dfsneyland it is
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going to be fun and
if we get lost that
would-be real fun

Your friend
'Miguel (Ms R, 4)

When a child must move, the separation is an ordeal both

for the child moving and the friends being left behind. Liz's

letter in (45) deals with Patricia's impending move. She both

focuses directly on her feelings and talks about-free time

activities that are of mutual interest to the two girls.

45) Nov 23; 1981
,Dear Patricia,
I'm glad you are still
hear. Because I like you
alot And.I.don't whant
you to go because you
are my Freind. and I
like you very much and
I don't whant you
to _go. did you
.see Mary Poppinson Sunday
night because.it'came
on at 8:00; and jt was
Funny. I made some
dogs and the two
pretty whants are you
and me.

Love
Lizzy,

In writing letters to their peers, children use the

postal system as an added dimension in the carrying on of

their social lives. Among the less experienced writers, the

strain of writing limits what gets put down on paper. As

children's experience with writing increases, their letters

become more and more reflectiOe of the full range of their

concerns in their relationships with their peers.

2.3 Letters to Adults. This section approaches child-
s

ren's letters to adults in the same manner that their etters
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to peers were considered in Section 2.2. The topics or con-

cerns written about form the organizational basis for an

examination of the language fdnctions employed. The majority

of letters to adults areconcerned with interpersonal rela-

tionships and/or academic matters. And it is perhaps not

surprising that the most common language unction is the.

compliment. There are good reasons for demonstrating defer-,

ence to those in power.

Among the less experienced writers writing about inter-,

personal relations, the expression of one simple compliment

can be difficult. In. (1) the part of Octavio's letter begin-

ning with the unstruck ouVoolbecause' is written in the class-

room aide's hand.

1) Dear Mrs,G
you are the best
Teacher beeeaee
because you are nice

(Octavio) (Ms G, 2)_

It may dell be that Octavio. spent hip entire post office

center time getting up to the 'because' part and asked "for

help in completing his thought before clean up time. Since he

had addressed the letter first, he was able to finish, al -.

though he did not get a chance to sign it.

Karla, in (2), had an- easier time.

2) Sept 21 1981.
Ms. G
Ms. G
.I like yoti I tinke
yuo are the
best ticher
(pic)
Ms. G

Karla (Ms 2)

In an important sense children's expressions of liking or
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Laing their teachers are no different from the affirmations

of friendship discussed at length in Section 2.1. Yet it is

clear, from the implied expresiions of reverence that are

present in their explanations of why they have strong feelings

about their teachers, that these children sense the social

distance between their teachers and themselves. As expressed

in M, Karla assigns Ms G's excellence in the superlative. In

(3) Patricia focuses on her teacher's relationship with, or

.attention to, her personally.

3) Dear Mis G
I like you so

much- because
you lare-a good
teacher with me
(pic)
Love

Patricia (Ms G, 3)

In (4) Zoraya identifies a particular thing that her

teacher does that has special meaning for her.

4) Sept. 21, 1981
Dear Mr. D,
you ar "my best teacher,
because you play with me.
(pic)
love

Zoraya P. (Mr. D, 3)

While it is not impossible that Zoraya is demonstrating parti-

cular precocity by
.

obsdrving her teacher's ability to get down

on his students' level, it is more likely that her letter does

not reflect that level of thinking. There are a number of

similar letters to teachers in which the student does not
-

demonstrate awareness of the distinction between student and

teacher roles. This is not to suggest that these studentsdo

not have this awareness, but rather that their writing, in
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these cases, does not reflect it.

WhIle the letters in (1)-(4) are all written by children

who wrote to their teacher only occasionally through the

school year, there are a few children who either made it a

regular habit to write or went through a short period of

writing frequently to their teacher. Becky is a student in

the former category. Frequently during the year she wrote

letters-that varied very little from (5).

5) Dear Mrs F
love you

you are nice
Love Becky (Mrs. F, 2)

Most of these letters are undated, leaving little possibility

of determining when they were written in relation to some much

longer and more complex letters that Becky 'also wrote to her

teacher. In (6) there is evidence of the very important role

Mr8. F may play in Becky's life, 'anP)f the fact that the

postal system may provide Becky with a means of expressing

this importance.

6) 9/29/81'
Dear
Miss F

Love you very
much and f wheal
woud Like-to
have you as
my mom Becuse
you are Nice
and you Can come
To my Birthy
Party
(pic)

Becky (Mrs. F, 2)

The date qp (6) places it early, in the year, indicating that

it is not a matter of ability , but rather of choice,. which
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induces Becky to write sometimes short and sometimes long

letters. Becky is not the only child who mentions the deeira-

bility of having her teacher as a parent. It is impossible to

know either the seriousness or the actual nature of her in-

tent but there is no doubt as to the strength of the compli-

ment. Her invitation to her,birthday party, "You can come..."

presupposes that her teacher wants to go. This is not an

Unusual feature of children's invitations.

In a sense Becky's invitation to Mts. F in (6) can be

viewed as a compliment, that she likesher teacher enough to

issue the invitation. However, Becky's writing about inter-
,

personal concerns doe's go beyond complimenting. In (7) she
_ _

gives a directive.

7) March 17 1982
Dear Miss F
I love you very mudh.
how are.you doing I'm Doing
find. tell angel to cwit
shooting and klex and Jon
and Pihimp and Rotney
and Kase O.K.

(Becky) (Mrs. F, 2)

And in (8) she seems to be doing some perspective taking,

asking questions of her principal as she thinks about what

lite might be like.

8) March 11, 1982
Dear Mr K.
How are you Doing?
and how is it Being
a Pricble is Horbell

Becky R (Mrs. F, 2) lr

his

Kose is a student in the second category mentioned above,

i.0:, that he went through a short period of writing fre-

quently to his teachet. Between September 18 and September 30
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he Wrote six letters to her, all of which arevery similar to

the one in (9).

9) Sept 25
Dear Mrs. F
HoW are you
and I like you and
I love you
And goodby

Kose (Mrs. F, 3)

Again with Rose, 'however, it is eviderit that writing a short,

sweet letter is a matter of choice, rather than of ability.

During vacations, it is Mrs. F's custom to give her studentd

stationery and a stamped envelope and to invite them to send

her a letter through the United States mail. _For many stu-

dents the change of context_ a distinctly different

type of letter, as Rose's letter in (10) illustrates.

10) April 23, 1982
Dear Mrs. F
I I'm playing baketball and
my Dad is vs his friend,
jon he woork xxxx withe
him and the scra (score) was
81 to 20 my Dad hit
30 more and all
I I'm Doing is playing.
and hle$ng my Dad
and hOW.are you
and your fambley
in Lahabra and
when we go in 4 grad
and we xxxx tell
you that we. want
tok stay in room
F Do we still
go to the Bell high
school to swim But
if you won't putga

, Black dit in 83x3yes no
El 0

and if we Do I'm happy
xxxx then.

your friend Kose
(pic)

plese writhe
Back to me



While Kose's lmessage is not always easy to decipher in thiS

lettor, the range of concerns he writes about and the range of

language functions he employs are quite remarkable in compari-

son to hiS Other letters to Mrs. F. He not only describes in

general way what he is doing over vacation, but provides

specific details about a basketball game that obviously it=

pressed him. He asks about his teacher and her family; -and

exres-,es the wish to stay with her when he moves on to grade

four. He asks aboUt SWitting at Bell High School an3 gives

tgrs. F 'yes' and 'no' blokes' to check appropriately. Then he

expresses his hope for an affirmative answer; signs off, draW8

a pi '_.ire of an eagle (which may or may not represent some

section with the United States mail), and requests a rcs-

pons SUth letters as this one of Kose's hint at some of

the ,2onst:aints which are present When children are Writing to

people whom they see every day; a point which Will be taken up

1.1 Section 4. It seems Likely that for students like both

3ecky and Koso short; frequent expressions of affection

are iatende.: to aLiJn ..aeir relationship with their teacher in

a manner at - some of their personal needs. And for

Tecky, who wr such letters to her peers as well, they

) be her definition of the norm for letter writing; from

which she deviates wh--n there is good reason.

Frequently in letters to t eir teachers; children blend

interpersonal with academic concerns. Fot example, in (11)

.7ulia compliments Mrs. F, expresses affection for her, tellS

her how s reels about one school relat:ed subject; and how
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she feels about her performance in two others.

(For the

11) March 10, 1982
Dear
Mrs F.
You are a Good teacher
I Like you
I Love math and you are
very Good to me
But I am not Good at
Writing I Do art
Fetter
(pic)_

Love
Julia (Mrs; F; 2)

I's' of "I Like you" and "I Love math," Julia dr-eW

rebus eyes. Her letter was also punctuated with two hearts

and a smiling face.)

In (12) Andy expresses gratitude to Ms R, to whOse

oom he goes for reading, for her help in that Subject.

12) Dear Miss R
y wich that y was in your
clas your the one that make
ne ride_nise you help Eliseo
me, caridadi carlos D,.

Whit ltiVe
Andy (Mr. D, 3)

(The influence of Spanish is evi6.olt in several aspects of

Andy's spelling. His use of 'y' for 'I' probably has two

sources. First is the similarity of 'y' to Spanish 'yo',

which means 'I.' The second is thw 'y' is itself a meaningful

"Little" word in Spanish, meaning 'and.' The SUbStitution of

one "little" word for another is not unusual. Next i8 hiS

Spelling of 'wish' with ch; since Spanish does not have

EngliSh Sh sound, oh is the closest approximation. An(1

of the MoSt noteworthy Spanish influencesi is the spell:

'reading' with an i. Using Spanish i gives reading the

correct pronunciation.)
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_ _ _

(13) Marla wishes her teacher's aide well for the

following year, since she has been sick this year, and acknow-

ledges her help on particular projects the Cla':iS undertook.

Marla is a Spanish speaker who is learning English, and She is

making a big effort to wr,_te in English because the aide does

not know Spanish.

13) Dear
Miss B
I hope
you are
next year
to be all riht you
sick on this year
you_help us in
bird, Mekioo, Hawaii.

your friend
Maria (Ms G, 2)

While some of the more experienced fOUrth grade writers

are more at ease with the medium; their concerns are still a

blend of the interpersonal with the academic. For example in

(14), Cindy opens with an expression of pleasure at being in

Ms R's class, then focuses on spelling, her skill and prog-

ress; and ends with acknowledgement Of her teAcher'S kindness

toward her and an expression of affectj n.

14) Nov 23, 1981
Dear Miss R
I like_being in_your class
and I like spelling because
I do it fat arid I'm going
to be in level 15 pretty soon
You are nice to me and I like
you alot.

by now
your student

(pic) Cindy (Ms R, 4)

Clearly Cindy feelS gdOd about her performance
. and

wants her teacher to be aware of it.
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In (15) Jose opens with a question to his teacher which

he answers with respect to himself, no doubt with pleasure at

his academic sense of appropriateness. Then he thanks Ms R for

her assistance in math, and closes with two compliments.

15) Jan 18, 1982
Dear P
MissAWhat are
you doing I am
Test writing -and
riding MS R
thank you for
shoing me how
to do 'math;
You are a good
teacher and a nice
lady.
good -by

LoVe
JO8e (Ms R, 4)

(Interpret 'riding' as 'reading,' as in Andy's letter in (12).)

It is interesting that Jose divides Ms R into a teacher and a

lady, deScribing the former in terms of skill and the latter

in terms of kindness. Perhaps he is working on developing

Literary style; or perhaps he has other reasons for separating

two of Ms' R's roles and ascribing them different kinds of

attributes.

(16) Yvonne focuses on math and the significance of

knowing one's multiplication table-e.

16) Nov 24, 1981
Dear Miss R
My math is very
easy now that
I know my time
table's. Cindy told
me that her
sister missy knows_
all her time table's
by hart and
she is (Drily in
third grade.

Love
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Yvonne (Ms R, 4)

It is significant to her that a mere third grader could

achieve this difficult task.

The topics and language functions discussed to this point

present a picture of children's writing to adults .that cap-

tures its general nature. There is a small set of letters,

each of which stands out because of something it reveals about

the nature of letter writing at Colmar that has not yet been

said.

Ms M is the very popular reading specialist who left

Colmar in the middle of the year as the result of a promotion.

It was she who implemented the postal system, and she who

received and wrote more letters thanJany other single adult in

the school. Her baSic activities as reading specialist in-
,

volved having students who were experiencing difficulty in

their classroom come to her for help with reading and writing,

and visiting classrooms for special discussion occasions.

While She was still at Colmar, she received many letters

complimenting her and, expressing appreciation for her efforts.

She also, occasionally, received letters like (17), in which

Zoraya, not understanding why her classmaXes had the privilege

of visiting Ms M, expresses envy and the desire to be selected

t00.

17) 1=13-82
Dear. Ms M

I wi311 you
take me to why_do you
take George and_Naria
Lupe? Take me to and I love
you.
(pic)
Love
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Zoraya (mr; D, 3)

A

When Ms M left - Colmar, she invited students to write to

her in her new office, and she was deluged with mail. There

were many requests for her to return to Colmar, as well as

wishes for happiness in her new position. Several letters from

one child reacting to Ms M's departure appear in Section 2.5.

On one letter writing day when I was observing in Mr. D'S

classroom, he suggested that students write to an adult who

was not in the classroom. Ms M's name came up, and many

children decided to write to her. Andy's letter in (18) is

not at all like the other letters written that day.

18) 2-17-82
Dear Ms M,
I wich I know
who you are. Ms M
Write me back
(pic)
Love

Andy (Mr. D, 3)

There are several possible interpretations of Andy's letter.

Perhaps he simply means that he wishes he knew her. Certainly

the social pressure was on to write to Ms M. Andy's willing-

ness to write to someone whom he does not know, and to acknow-

ledge that he.does not know her, is somehow suggestive-of his

lack of experience at letter writing. His tolerance for

participating in an activity, the customs surrounding which he

is still a little uncertain is admirable.

When I observed in classrooms at letter writing time,
. 0

children sometimes decided to write to me. Since my offrcial

role was to help with any writing problems, usually spelling,

I received many compliments on my abiltiy as a writer/speller.
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One letter in which the writer.did not employ the usual

compliments was (19).

19) september 15, 1981
Dear Jennifer greene
I like lerning how
to write so far I have writtin
one letter and I wrote to
John i wrote to him
about the Phite.

Miguel.(Ms R, 4)

In the picture box Miguel wrote the alphabet cursively from a

through m and signed his name. The rest of the letter is

printed. It is not clear whether his first sentence is about

writing cursively or about writing letter,, but his letter is

clearly very carefully designed for its recipient.

Kose wrote (20) to me after he had written four letters

telling me that he liked me, to which I had tried to tactfully

respond that I was happy to receive his letters but he was not

giving me very much to write back about.

20) Dear Mis Green
I like you and
if you have a
son wirte to me
and tell me how
old is he and if
he go to school
and if 'he does't
go to tell that
to
(Pic)

(Kcse) (Mrs. F, 3)

Unquestionably, Kose got amity,nessage. And a good long letter

in response. He was 're 4i to'be inspired to something new.

Vygotsky's notion e zone, of }proximal development can

explain this kind of eadiness. With adult encouragement, (it

could have been some other impetus of a social nature) Kose



used abilities that he possessed that would have gone un-

tapped, at least temporarily, if he had been left to his

customary ways.

new.

He needed a reason to stretch to something

Among the four classroom teachers involved in the re-
Jr

search project, Mrs. F was the most enthusiastic letter

writer. Her responses to children often involved elaborate

pictures, or jokes or riddles. Perhaps related to this, Or

perhaps because of a host of factors related to Mrs. F per=

sonally and to the nature of the operation of the postal

Isystem in her classroom, she was the recipient of two letters

which stand out from other letters to adults for their open-

ness and complexity. The first, in (21), was written at the

start of the year from a former student.

21) August 24, 1981
Dear Miss F How are
you. I am fine. how is your
class. I bet may are doing
good._ My work islhard in This class
and Sandra and Shirley Sit next
to me but we sit by boys
do you know why? Miss R Thinks
we wont but we talk alot
more but we don't talk all The
time. will I have To go
now. by
your freaind

Elizabeth (Ms R, 4)

As children grow older, former teachers become more like

friends than current teachers,,yet there remain some important

distinctions. Liz finds herself in an interesting bind, that

of wanting to to confide and possibly brag about getting away

with "misbehavior," while simultaneously wanting t.) be a good

girl in lIer former te cher's eyes.
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(22) Sandra confides some of her feelings about a very

big issue in her life, that of moving.

22) 6=1=82
Dear Mrd.F
We are going to move
next week but my mom sed
that we will finish this year
in this school so that's wy
I am happy, but I am
not going to be here next
year now that's bad news.
am going to_mis you
and all my friends.
But I will be back to
this school because I am
a girl scout so I am not
too sad but Regina F
is sad becaus I am movein
too another house but Regina
gave me her adress for
I can send har a letter
I mitht send you a letter too

Allwise your
friend Sandra

YOU ARE VERY PRETTY

Sandra has learned that when distance separates friends, they

can stay in touch through writing letters. The postal system

has become truly functional for her.

Not all children write to adults in the school, but many

do occasionally, and a few do 'so frequently. Many stay with

the usual interpersonal concern of liking and being liked by

the adult in question, and in letters to their teacher many

combine interpersonal and academic concerns. There are a few

instances in which some feature of the writing context
w.

encouraged a child to stretch beyond his or her.uSual letter

writing customs.

17

2.4 James. James is a bilingual fourth grader who

writes, at least at School, exclusively in English. He is
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described by his teacher as a good writer, and he, himself,

acknowledged his proficiency in writing during the interview,

citing as evidence ten good-writer=of=the=year awards he re-

ceived when he was in the third grade. As a letter writer,

James is outstanding for the variety of apparent purposes for

which he writes. He writes about the same concerns that his

peers do; but he writes aboUt Other things as well. In his

lack of inhibition, he calls to mind Art Linkletter'S

worn observation; "Kids say the darndest things." He is an

observer and monitor of his classmates' behavior, and seems to

have strong feelings about what they do. Yet in many cases he

is supportive at the same time that he is critical.

James is creative in his use of the postal system. He

makes his own lined stationery on sheets of colored construc=

tiOn paper cut to various shapes and sizes. He adds lines in

the picture box of the standard stationery wh.7-% he finds he

needs more writing space; For a short while 1-1. :erimented

with using three colors of i,.k in a single changing

colors cydlically every two, three, or four wori: This

creativity is a reflection of James' confidence ,

His contfol of the medium afford6 him donSideral

in using it.

There are sixty letters from James in the data poo7.,

Written to twenty-four people. In addition, James' list of

addressees indicates that he wrote thirty letters which

were not made available to the project. Why thiS is so is

not clear. While it is the case that some of James' letters

are not entirely complimentary, it is also true that other
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such letters from James were contributed to the project.

Another consideration of relevance here is that James, did not

receive nearly as many letters as he wrote, in spite of the

fact that he has good friends. There are seventeen letters to

James on record. Perhaps a boy who is such a prolific writer

Is bound to be disappointed with the number of responses he

gets because many of his peers are less inclined to use the

postal system as extensively as he does. Or perhaps James has

not learned how to inspire people to write back on a regular

basis.

Although James' use of the postal system is not en-

tirely representative of his peers, it is interesting be-

cause writing letters is, apparently; such a useful

communicative tool for him. Examination of a representa-

tive sample of JameS1 letters permits a look not only at

manifest topics and functions, but also beyond, to some of

his assumptions about what letter writing i4 for, and how

it is to be done.

In July or August, at the becking of the school year

before the NIE project began, James Grote the letter in (1:)

to Alex, who had been a classte ia t. it second-third

grade class the previous year and was 404 a third grader in

Mrs. F'S room. From this erly p--int 1:- the yea _^; James

seems to be comfortable as a !r.nfid-,:. of his

ability to mice the medium worn 7 respo.,4s

directly to a topic raised in a ;int (which,

unfortunately, is not in the data pool; And to
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reminisce about events that toox place the previous year

1) Dear Alex. I got your letter
you sent me. You where write
I am on M-10. But you got it
wrong I had to moved to B-2.
Do you whant to now why I
moved. It beAuse the main
billden is beilig carpet because
the old carpet is ripectso
we had to move to B-2.
So thats the Story Alex
we had to move. Do you rememder
when we usto go to B-2.
Do you remember Miss R and
Miss G. Remember we played
kickball and we made Homeruns
over the head. Remember we

*-played a game we (with) E-1
we won them. Remember we had
Cristmas party's' in the class
room we had a Cristmas 4

tree and we had a (all) the
girls dacneing. Miss R was
dacneing we the boys. You
and Rodert were untieing the
striig of the Cristmas
tree and it fell on my head.
Write dack Love James

The occasion of being in B-2 while his classroom is being

recarpeted prompts James to think about his past exper-

iences there wit Alex. His use of "Do you remember" and

"Remember" may

writing proc

erform a significant function in the

itself py helping him stay on target,

calling up the memories. It seems to be a technique f

moving the text along, for getting from one idea to the

next. It also functions to actively engage the recipient.
-

After two uses of the full phrase, just the single word is

enough. And after three uses of the single word reminder,

James' memory of the Christmas party, "with all the details,

comes flooding in so surely that there is no need to call

attention to the recall process.
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Like most boys his age, James writes about sports in

his letters. But unlike many others, James' concerns go

beyond the mere fact of playing, or even winning. In (2) he

is concerned with the position he is going to play in

hockey, and the need for practice if the team he and John

are on is going to win. 1

2) March 27, 1982
Dear, John
arent you happy we
are going to play
hocking. But:there is
still one problem we
do not kown yet who
is going to play -

senter foword. Inever
play senterfoword bUt .

I still want to win the
hockey trofee and we.
butter pratus hard;
I think we are ng to
lose the trofee. We better
pratus. Your friend

,JaMes G.

It is not clear Whether or not James thinks he can help his

team if he plays center forward, but he is definitely

focusing on what the team must do in order to win, a

certain lack of precision notwithstanding. A letter can

function to inspire team spirit (Notice James' spelling of

know in the seventh line here: "kown ". Previously he has

written "now". Now, although he has lost the appropriate vowel

sound, he has supplied the "silent" k, a significant step

toward the'etandard spelling.)

In another letter written on March 27, 1982, James

chastises Manuel F. for not showing up at hockey practice

to help the team out as its goalie. His concern with

4,
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winning is still evident, and it is apparent that James

thinks it is acceptable to express his anger in a letter.

But if he can express anger, he can also demonstrate his

understanding of fair play. In another letter to John,

Also about sports, he tries to arrange an exchange,which

will draw on bOth his and John's strengths. This letter

appears as (3).

3) Jan 11 1982
Dear John

will you so (show)
me how to
be a good
dodgeball
player. If you
show me I
will show
you hoW to
kick hard
and be a
good player
in kickball.
Your my friend;

Your friend
Jame6

With diplomacy, a letter can be used to persuade someone to

act in one's own interest.

/While many children make -equ sts of the people' they

write to, James more precise, provides more details about
.

the context.of the event, than most. In one instance (See

Section 3.4, No. 4), he tells of his plan to give a ball to a

friend, describing a mark on the ball and how the mark is

different from the one on hiS own ball. In (4) he is

precise in proposing a small business deai.

4) march 16 1982
Dear Julio
are you going to sell
the rubeck cube. I will
buy you it for
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a dollar.
Your friend James

In addition to sports and games; the academic performance

and classroOm behavior of his friends are recurrent topics in

James' Letters. (5) is illuStrative of his concern with

classroom behavior.

5) septembe,= 22 1981
Dear Keith
why are you so lasy
in the class when the teacher
tell_you don't lessen to the
teacher Heres a picture of you Iasy
(vic)
why do you take oof your shoe at home

white back love James

Lt is possible to interpret this letter as being quite

:riticali it iR not clear at all how James intoHed it. He

might be asking honest questions, or perhaps offering friend'

advice. When he spoke in "lie interview about how writing

letters differed from other school writing, he said at one

pc.int, "...you make new friends; sometimes you break up with

friendF.. Typically when a child "breaks up" With

ler in a ;:,cter, he or She is very direct: 'You are no

are no letters of that sort from ,f; mes in

data. closes his letter to X.eith h

oack, and signs it "cove"; "71.os-: are riot . .tures

Who is ending a frien. It seems ,oasonable to

conclu'e that James' int. is not tc offenc but r-ther to be

of help. sj.xtilar conclon is apbrcTriat, h r tne letter

to A-..huel R. in p.:::fcIrma.ic-fe is the focus.

6' JLal t4,
D-ear
Manual R. hOw
are you going



your_Rreading. I hope
you finish your Reading
because your in big
trouble because if you
don't finish your
your things at the
right time you will
get in trouble.
You are my best
friend I ever
had in my
classroom. You never
call me names ore
you never teas me
You are my best friend

friend
James

The juxtaposition of this strong affirmation of friendship to

the discussion of Manuel'S completion of hiS reading serves to

eliminate the likalihood of ill intent in what might otherwiSe

seem offensive.

The letter to Manuel in (6) introduces another topic that

is of concern to JameS, and that is name calling. In three

letters on this sage day; James wrote about name calling; in

each case asking one of his classmates why he is called a

particular name and offering some kind of .help _A: consolation.

The letter to Benjie in (7) illustrates.

7) Jan 14 1982
Dear Benjie
way do they
call you dog.
If they call
you call you
benjie the dog
j-uSt_ tell_ the
teacher they were
calling you
names. Well
John got the
pretty flower
so what John
can keep that
Old flower.
So what you
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look better than
John you look
like Shierlook
homes; In way
you are my best
friend Benjie

frend
James

_Iere James' offer Of help is the ::ug9estion that Benjie tell

the teacher if "they" call him HO Also seems to be

consoling Benjie about not gett:4_lic tne flower that John,

got by telling him that he looks t-.ter chin John, in fact

Like "Shierlook hOMes". Althou:1 punctuation in(4Ecates

that Benjie is James' beSt friend "in &lso

possible that the period was misplaced, and that -.:J'-,es tfinks

Benjie Lock. ike Sherlock Holmes in a way instead. However,

it is Certainly possible that James has in mind a way of

qualifying his beSt friendship with Eienjie. While James

unquesticllably does say thingS that other children do not;

also quite clearly demonstrates sensitivity to their feelings.

James had five or six days during the school year when he

was very prolific; and January 14; 1982, when he wrote the

letters ri (6) and (7), was one of them. On that day he wrote

nine Letters to as many people; As Mentioned abOve, three of

them involved the issue of name calling. Two others; inC1U-

ding to one to Manuel R. in (6), focused on classroom perfor-

-nance. Yet across these topics each of the letters was so

carefully designed for the recipient that there was no hint of

repetition. Often when less proficient writers write more

than one Letter in a sitting, the second is very nearly a

duplicate of the first. James' skill allow:, him ore versati-
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lity. ,nother concern of James on January 14, 1982, a recur-

rent concern throughout the year, was getting a letter in

return. He wrote a number of follow-up letters during the

year, as (8) illustres;

8) Jan 14; 1982
Dear George
You got my letter
I send_you. I hope
you did. George I
think when we to to
Cottarsam (?) I can't
jump over the fence
because when we
id jump over the

fence my pants
got a little
bit wrip. So what.
Did you got my
letter. I think
I can't jump
over the fence
because my
pants wer a little
bit wrip; Your
a good dogeball
player your my friend

friend
Jamc..!s

Twice here James askS whether GeOrge haS received a previous

letter. It is difficult to determine his purpose in referring

to his ripped pants and the problem of not going over the

fence. his primary intent is to motivate Georo- to write

to him, his method is indireCt. He neither requests a letter

nor pointedly asks, George something he can write baCk aoout.

Ie would be interesting to know the sequence in which

James wrote his letters of Janury i4, 1982. While some of them

are quite pointed in purpose (whether or not the intent is

unambiguously inferrable), otners are less :l_ear. I (9) he

seems to let his thoughts flow; stream of consciousness=
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fashion.

Jan 14, 1982
Dc;ir Glen
this is the first time I
ever wrote to you; I ever
never had wrote to you
most of the time because

; the teacher doesn't give
us a little bit of time.
The teacher is a little
bit Of mean but I think
she not so mean because
she lits us have P.E.
Teachers are fun
to be around with
us. The teacher makes
lots ,-;7 good _

things to do ih

have fun
friend

James

While it is possible to trace how each thought in this letter

led to next, 0.oing so is beyond the present purpose. The

point is to demonstrate that here, unlike many childreni.James

is not hindered oy perfectionism. He thinks as he goes and

feels free2Ahange his mind along the way.

On another day when he wrote several letters, he wrote

one to Julio in which he told him he had played all the video.

games (in a particular arcade) and that he had .also drawn

them. Then he wrote the letter in (10) to Manuel F., who is

generally recognized as the class artist;

10) March 17, 1982
Dear Manuel F
I wrote a letter to
JOlio and I told
him that I did all
off the video and
I draw them and
color the(m) all
can you draw video games.

your friend James
The question arises as to why James wanted to inform Manuel
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of his letter to Julio, and the answer is not readly apparent.

Sometimes he seems to write without any identifiable purpose,

almost as though the content of his is' rather beside

the point. His purpose, perhaps, is to write a lot of

letters. On the other hand, the question to Manuel about

whether or not he is able to draw video games is highly appro-

priate, because of the class-wide recognition of his artistic

talent Manuel has received.

In the interview James said that one of the reasons he

likes to write letters is to make friends; Writing letters, he

alsc said, makes him feel happy and attached to friends. In

(11) he offers help and information to a boy who comes to his

class For reading in a direct effort to make friends.

11) Dear Gillarmo
do yop
no wher
I sit down
for late reading
why don't
you sit
in the
sit in the
emty,desk.
You now
wher 1 sit
next, to
me ther .
is a emty
desk so
you can
put in
things.
Will you
be my
friend

James isiconcerned with maintaining his sense of con-

nection to adults through the postal system, as well as to

peers. Early id the year he comes to the defense of his
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principal letter in (12) .

12Y september 22 1981
,Dearfli. K,
you, are the tallest
prindipul in colmar school
some people say you have
sticks. I said he a tall man
(pic)
love James
wite back

'Sticks' here is in all probability-to be translated as

'stilts'. Since Mr. K is the only principal at Colmar, he is

without a doubt the tallest, but it is also true that he is-

tall, a fact blot missed by the students who are under his

authority.

Another adult with whom James made an effort to maintain

contact

promoted

many of

back to

lenghthy

total of

marked b

mar Mail

was Ms M, the reading specialist. In February Ms M was

to a distric%. level position, and James, as well as

the other fourth graders, wrote to ask her to come

do Junior Great Books discussions with them. A rather

ccrrespondence -developed between James and Ms M (a

eleven letters, seven of which were from James),

y delays in delivery because two postal systems (Col-

and the district's interoffice mail) were being used,

rather than just one. The letter in (13) is James' first

letter to Ms M after herdeparture from

13) March 5, 1982
Dear Ms M
thank you for the
2 yearsowe had
With you. How

are you in
youre new school
-do' you have
your own office.
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Ms M when
are you comeing
back for Juinor
Great Books
Descusin. You
saw me in
the treller (trailer) wher
all of those boxes
wher all your
what were in
all off those boxes.
hope you

come back to
colmr school
and stay with us.
We all love you

(James)

By March 16 James had not heard from Ms M, so he wrote to her
4

again, th letter in (14). His concern for her welfare has

intensifie , and his request for her to return for a Junior

Great Books d7scussion has gone from a direct question as to

when she is coming, to an pdirect statement about waiting

for her.

14) Mar 16, 1982
Dear Ms M
how are you I hope
you fine in the
office _I hope
you all right.
Some of us
are waiting for
you so we
can have Junior
Great Books
Will you right
back so we
now your
all right.

Love
James

Unbeknownst to James, Ms M was writing to him on the very day

that he wrote the letter in (14) to her. Soon he had two

letters from her, and this was occasion to write about hearing

from her to his friend Benjie. The letter is in (15).
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15) March 27, 1982
Dear Benjie
I rote to Ms
M. Benjie I got
allready got two
letters from Ms M.
I got two letters
from Ms M
how many
letters have
you get from
Ms M
On my letter she
said if Ms R
calls her for Juinor
Great Book_she will come

Your friend
James

James' pride and happiness make him sound a bit boastful.

Certainly two letters from an important grown up is delicious

abundance, and James is fairly sure that he is ore-up op

Benjie, It is important to note that it is not just the fact

of hearing from Ms M that pleases him, but also the fact that

he can report what she said, namely that she will come for a

Junior Great Books discussion if their teacher asks her. One

of\James' purposes in writing letters is to get action. After

a lot of inaction during the year, he is probably proud of

what he perceives to be his role in getting Ms M back.

Any sample of James' letters is bound to miss interesting

and informative things that he said, and this one is no excep-

tion. However, it is at least illustrative of the range of

topics and functions he/employed as a fourth grader. In the

interview he seemed to !'be aware of a functional difference
_e

between the United States mail and Colmar Mail. The former,

he thought, allowed people to report urgent personal news to

friends and relatives who lived some distance away,, whereas
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Colmar Mail did not have such an important built-in function.

More than most children, James was exploring the potential

uses of a school-based postal system. While his writing is in

decided need of the development and application of editing

skills, James' willingness to use letter writing to explore

and test his relationships with people is unusual. Writing,

for him, has become a useful and valuable tool.

2.5 paridad. Caridad is a bilingual third grader in Mr.

D's classroom. Although Spanish is her first language, she

does not, she says in the interview; know how to write in

Spanish. Most of her literacy instruction has been in

English. jier teacher thinks that she was pushed a little too

hard too early to move into English reading, .and that this has

caused her unnecessary difficulty with phonics activities in

reading and with spelling in general. While it is certainly

true that Caridad is not an accomplished speller, her diffi-

culty does notdiminish the pleasure she finds in using the

postal system. She invents her spellingsoas 4*e needs them,

and while she willingly accepts correction when it is given,

no need for perfection prevents her from getting things= writ-

ten. She loves to write letters, and, even more, she loves to

receive them. Caridad is of partitilar interest; however; not

only for hat she writes, but also for her ability to use the

postal system to fulfill her social and personal needs. In

the interview she reveals a conscious awareness of social

aspects of language use that most children possess but do not

articulate. The folloWing brief desgription of her letters is
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designed to provide the contextual background for a dision

Of the postal system as a cultural tool in Caridad's life,

iwhich is the major focus of this section.

iIn contrast to James, whose letters are quite varied in

topic and function, Carie's letters are noticeably rapeti-

tive. Of the twenty letters in the data pool she wrote to

peers, eleven begin with the statement "I like you because,"

followed by a reason. The letter to Marisela in (1) is

Caridad's prototyp , the original, stripped down form.

1) 3-82
Dear Marisela,
I like you becadse
you are nice to me,
write me back good
bye (pic)

love
Caridad

Caridad does vary her prototype, however, an er

thoughts often go far beyond simple affirmatiims.of frien-1

Fdship. The letter in (2), for example, written to her closest
1

friend, reflects a somewhat sophisticated view of friendship.

2) 4-19-82''
Dear Norma
I like you because
you are nice to
me and when
you get mad at
me we get back
to geter and
this is me
(pic)

Love
Caridad

Caridad acknowledges that deciding what to say in a,

letter is difficult. kt one point in the interview sheosays,

"Sometimes, um, when they write to me, I hardl: know what to
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say, so sometimes I write the same thing." It is not clear,

whether she means that she writes the same thing that was

written to her, or the same thing that she usually writes.

Whatever the case, she is aware of the difficulty of deciding

what to say, and of her custonary way of coping with it When

asked what kinds of things she says in a letter, she replies,

"I say, like for example, 'Dear Norma; I like you because you

are nice to me and, um, here is a picture for you." And I do

the picture for her and then I go, 'Your best friend, Cari.'

And then I fold it, and then I do A picture on the back."

In one of the rare letters in which Caridad does not

speak directly of liking her addressee, the feeling is stongly

implied, in (3).

3) 8, 1981
Dear ALma
I hope you_bring your homework
so You won't get_a check
and write me back.
good by ALma
(pic)
your friend

Caridad M.

In another letter Caridad registers a complaint and makes

a request, all in aid of setting a friendship right.

4) 1-4-82.
Dear ZorWya,

I like you but you always
play with Norma and you don't play
with me and please play
with me now and _I will
like you and write me
'bake good byZoraya

Love
Caridad

(Notice the alignment of the date and greeting in,(4).

Caridad had drawn her pwn lines for indicating the placement



of the letter parts on an unlined Christmas card that was part

of Colmar's holiday stationery.)

Pictures are an important part of Caridad'S letters. She

draws them on all of her letters, even if there is no picture

box on the stationery and she has to draw over the lines meant

for writing. if the primary purpose of writing is to affirm

friendships, the offering of.a picture is an important part of

the entire gesture.

It should not, be assumed that because Caridad is

exclusively concerned with friendship in her letters to her

friends that she writes all of her letters about friendship.

She has a keen sense of audience, of.what it is appropciate to

say to whom. One of the most noteworthy instances in which

this is revealed is her letter to the Great pumpkin.

It The custom at Colmar to write to the various

traditi-nai holiday characters. While Santa Claus and the

Easter Bunny have been the subject of centuries of lore and

their-identities are well established, the Great Pumpkin is a

newcomer on the scene; No one is quite sure just who he or

she is. There are those students who stay with the familiar

"You are my best friend," id their letters. For those who are

curious about the identity of the Great Pumpkin, the most

obvious conclusion to diaw is that he or she is the bearer of

candy, since the quest for candy is the focus of Hallowe'en

for most cthildren. And, indeed, many Children write to ask

for candy. A handful of children go beyond the obvious in an

effort to uncove,: significant information about just who this

character might really be, and Caridad is one of this small
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group. She gets right to the heart of the matter jith the

letter in (5).

5) 10=15
Dear Great Pumpkin
I have a question
and, here it
comes do you
have powers,' please
answer me back

(pic)
Caridad M.

Caridad calls attention .to her question, first, by announcing

it and, second, by punctuating it with an exclamation point.

She has identified a key issue and does not want it to allp-by

unnoticed.

To her teacher Caridad writes to ask "If I'm gonna pads

grade and if I do good work." In letters to her principal and

the former reading specialist, who had moved to another

8

school, she is concerned with making her identity known to' her

addressees. In a sense she is testing to find.° if she is

recognized. These letters, too, in (6) and (7), reflect 'her

awareness of her audience.

6) 11-19
Dear Mr. K
remember when you saw
me .at the monkey bars
my name.is Cari good
by Mr.
write me back.

(pic)
Caridad M

2-7-82
Dear Ms. M
I like you. Maybe.You don't know me
but I know you. My name is Carry
write me back. the End

(pic)
love
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(Caridad seems to be exploring.her sense of self in another

way in Lese two letters. She is experimenting Ole

spellin:j of her nickname. As well as idad", Sh

"Cart", and .:ry" here. Another variation she uses cluriny

the year is Harriy.")

In addLli,.)n to possessing audience awareness, Caridad has

a strong sense of linguistic appropriateness, of thr :nterper-

sonal aspects of Language use. In the interview, when asked

if she has ever expressed anger to anyone in a letter; she

t ILs of being any with Lupe for calling her names.

...so the next day we had letters and I wrote her a
letter. (I Said) "TO Lupe." I didn't write "Dear
Lupe." Instead I wrote "T9 Lupe,"_because_I was mad
at her; I wrote "To LUpe:_ Lupe, don't call me
names no more; Or else." And then I put :Tiy hAme.

She does not open a letter to someone she is :Tad at with

"Dear." Similarly, she reports not signing a letter to her

mother's male friend with "Love." That will happen when sile

knows him better;

Caridad is sensitive to nuances of language use

and able to use the postal system to meet her personal and

social needs. While the range of things she says to her

friends is narrow, the baSic function of letter writing in her

Life is similar to the function of the friendly letter for

adults, except that adults are generally concerned with rela-

tionships with friends or reiatives some distance away.

Caridad is outstanding among her pers for the extent to

which she has integrated c, 1--,tr?rS into her daily life.

In the interview she tells of ta;ciny school stationery home
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And Writing letters there, because she c3-2, not have tine

write all she wants to at Schdol. She describes putting tmil

street addresses on her Letters, giving them a touch more

validity than the classroom addresses used at Colmar. /Then

She runs to her friends' houses to deliver the letters; being

carefaL to avoid being seen. Writing and delvering letters

is pat Carii.d'S free time fun. She demonstrates her

contro sing the postal system by changing the rules to

sui'_ her puri.oses.

Receiving letter very important to Caridad, too. It

is a measure of her popularity. When asked in the interview

what her favorite kind of Wziting to do in school is, she

responds by saying "Letters." When asked What she likeS abbut

Writing letters, she immediately focuses on the receiving end

Df t1.1. process: "I like it when they write me back, and then,

the pictures that they draw." The letters she receives become

fond mementos. During a lull in school Work, She takes her

Letters out of her desk and rereads her favorites. She says

she Likes to get long letters better than short ones because

there is more to read at such times. She describes taking

thirty-eight of them home, putting some up on the refrigera-

tor; Others she out i her dresser, up very high Where hei- two

Little sisters can't to them. Her mother wishes she Would

throw them away because there are so Tiany, but she wants to

save them So that "When I grow up I could see the letters that

they sen' mo;" Clearly, Caridad'S letters are valued posses-

sions;

One letter she received was from a boy, and this was a
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very big even., the first time it ha. happened. When

asked what the etter said, she replieS, He told me that_ I

iy a tot with Norma and things like that" And, indeed, he

did. The letter, which she carefdily saved, is in (3).

8) 9-28_
Dear Caridad
tu juegas
con h3L:na
y con Alma
tambien y
ustedes juegan
a tedrball and
camprop and
yu play alot
with Zoraya tu
yew ar norma
beSt (rend

love
Eliseo

(De- ?.aridad
yor ay

an wit Alma
too and
you play
tetherball arid
jumprope and
you play a lot
with Zoraya too
you are Norma's
best friend.

love
EliSeo)

What F.,_iseo wrote is wholly appropriate in Caridad's eyes.

This is the letter she identifies as her favorite among All

that she has received, because "It was the first tine that a

'goy wrote to me;" and "_Lt's so important to me, and like, it

seems as if that boy cares abodt me, and things like that."

Caridad is a child Who 1-is tried on the postal systeM and

found a good fit; Writing and receiving letters enableS iter

to use and develop her sensitivity to language use. It also
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fulftils iirlportant i?erSonal neeAS for heri e-

hAnces her self imago It seems certain tit -at aS Caridd s

-Jollities develop, her use of Cie post:_il system NiIL

grow in Jepth and variety. The tat system truly is a

fuction;11 cultural tool fur rer; 4hir_Th at nee helps her j

arli reflects her grocvth.
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PART THREE: CORRESPONDING

3.0 Introauction. The notion that writing can be inter-

active is not necessarily obvious to childrun being taught to

write in school. That is an idea which, for some students,

evolves time; as they gain experience using the pr:.,tal

system. As it turns out, however, it is quite possible for

children to correspond, in the sense that they exchange let-

ters, without writing interactively at all. This is not to

suggest that it is possible tocorrespond without interacting

in some way. The key to the matter is the level at which the

interact:on takes place, whether face to face in the class-

r-):DM, embedded in the content of the letters, or somewhere in

between.

Increasingly; r,.searchers (e0., 9arste, Burke, and Wood-

ward, 1981) are noticing that young children who are acquiring

oral an- written language competence, are not uzIcng subcate-

gbrieS of adult models. Rather, they engage in the same

language processes, 4q., listening, speaking, reading, writ-

ing. that adults but they feed different data into the

processes (Farr, 1983). In the case of corresponding; it can

be said that, from their first efforts, children are engaged

in an interactive process, just as adults who correspond with

friends are The difference, again, is the leVel at which the

interaction takes place.

In order tc understand what is involved as children feed

increasingly sophisticated data into their corresponding, it
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hes to -ave in mind a picture of the interactive process

adults engage in when 4,:ley correspond with friends. At its

most basic, adult corresponding requires that some person, A,

write a letter to another person, B, and that B respond by

writing a letter to A; A's letter prompts B's response. This

structural framework is supported by several important under==

pinnings; Presumably A writes to B for a reason, and the

reaon influences what A writes about and the style and tone 'he

or she employs; The reason for the friendly letter Ls typi-

cally tomatItelnIcontact over a distance, and the method.

involves informal talk about topics asst ,ad to be mf mutual

interest. Finding topics of mutcal interest involves self-

reflection and perspective taking. At a minjum S's letterto

A "conucts" to 'A's by 'acknowledging it "rhankS'for your

letter."). Thts is a Surface level connection to be distin

gutshed from a deeper level'of connecting which involves

incorporation of or collaboration on a topic which A intro-

duced (Ochs and Schieffelin, 1976). Incorporation of or col-

labotation on a topic between writers results in continuous,

or interactive, discourse. The terms 'continuous' and 'inter-r

active' are essentially interchangeable.

Adult corresponding does involve taking turns. And it is

possible for the locus of the interaction to be more in the

turn taking than in theaiscourse itself. A writes to B about

his concerns, and B writes to A about his, with a minimum of

overlap. Many ..::-ra,'..;a6(,xices between friends are on-going,

however, with each orrespondent'S -turn consisting of some new
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topics and some continuation of old ones. The turn-taking is

like spoken conversation in its informal, interactive nature,

yet different in that each turn is typically longer and covers

a wider range of topics. Experience is required in order for

writers to learn to control these longer, more compicated

turns.

Of course, the rules for corresponding are slightly dif-

ferent at Colmar, because children were writing to people they

saw every day. It was natural that face to face interaction

would play a part in their corresponding. The fact that

interaction took place on other levels tnan in the discourse

itself made the process of identifying the instances of cor-

responding somewhat difficult; A certain amount of detective

wOrk-was required, aid, because of the difficulty involved,

,

there is a good chance that the detective work is incomplete.

However; four Al categories of corresponding fell out as

all the i-atifiable instances were sorted.

The four categories may be roughly described as follows.

In the first, children agree orally to write a letter to one

another on the same day. While the writiliq grows out of the

interaction, the interaction is primarily oral rather than

written. In the second category, the letters are written on

different days, but the proximity of their dates (or another

clue, such as holiday or special occasion stationery) is the

only indication that As letter probably motivated B's "res-

ponse." As in the first category; there ' 10 written inter

action in the second. In the third category, interaction

appears in to letters, but it is located at the turn-taking
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level rather than at the actual letter content level; B may'

thank A for his or her letter, or otherwise acknowledge re-

ceipt of it, but makes no reference to anything A said. Fin-

ally in the fourth category, there is interaction in the

content.of the letter, i.e., interactive discour=.e, typically

about a Aingle'topic which A iniliated.

I have used the word category consciously in order to

avoid the implicaion of stages which children must go through

sequentially from tie first to the last. And yet -clearly in

the ordering of the categories, there is evidence of growth

from Mord concrete tc more abstract, from contextuaLization of

the interaction to decontextualization. The locus of the

interaction is inc77easingly remote from i and eMbedded

in the writing itself. Among the Calm= .tints who partaci-

pated in the re._zarch project, none went -through each of the

four categories sequentially, as if they were developmental

stages. However, each child who reached the final category

and did not start out there at the beginning of the year,

passed through at least one of the first three in preparation

for the last.

3-.-1-Simultaneous Corresponding. When two children agree

to write to one another at the same time, they gain at:_arande

that their efforts, at the moment of writing, are yielding a

return effort. Being able to eliminate any q estion as to

* whether or not a letter will get a response definite

strong point, perhaps particularly in a world where the tea-

cher may not allow time for letter writing when a person needs
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Often simultaneous cx.,*;rre!--,chdenoes are about the same

topic, probably growing out a recent or even current con-

versation. Missy and Wendy'a letter in (1) illustrate.

b)

Dec 9
Dar Missy
are you Rodney's
friend I am
are you how are
you doing in math
I'm doing fine
No yes
0

(Wendy) (Mrs. F, 3)

12/9/81
Dear Wendy
Do you like
Rodney I like
him I hope
you do like him
all the girls do but.
Sonia likes gabriel
from
No Yes

Missy (Mrs. F, 3)

Wendy and Missy's letters share not only a comon topic, but

also a common form, the yes/no question with the yes/no answer

boxes f:or the response.

Seven of the eleven instances of simultaneous correspon-

ding occurred in Mr. D's class. While it might be possible to

hypothesize a reason for this based on the nature of the

classroom context in which the postal system operates, it is

probably more to the point that five of these correspondences

involve a single student, Caridad; In (2) Caridad and Mar=

garet write to one another, with Caridad, as usual, telling

why she likes her addressee.
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2a)

b)

8, 1981
Dear Margaret
I like you because you are
nice to me and you are nice
to Norma to good by margart
(pic)
Your friend,

Caridad (Mr. D, 3)

10-8 1981
Caridad
Dear Caridad,
I like to watch
you play tetherball
(pic)

Your friend
Margaret(Mr. D, 3)

Margaret's letter focuses on observation rather than

participation, perhaps reflecting a feeling of distance from,

or admiration of, Caridad.

In (3) it may be that Caridad has inf3-aenCe3 the content

of Zoraya's letter, since Zoraya doeS not usually her

'addressee why zhe likes her.

3a) Sept ,1991
Dear Zoraya
I like you becauec i'ou are
funny but I still like you
becaues y a7e fun to play
with and I like yoi). tY .End
(pic) -

love Caridad (Mr. Dv 3)

Sept. 17. 1981.
Dear Caridad
I like you because you are
nice to me Cari you are my /
best frienu
(pic)

Love
Zoraya (Mr; D,

':!aridad and Norma are good friends who write to one

another ,,nany time:. during the sch,:,o1 oar. Two of these

Orce,':,in.5 for written% appear to be riStanCes of simultaneous

which holiayyLving i the concern.

I/
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4a)

b)

5a)

12-3
Dear Norma
I like you because
you are nice to me
and I already have your
present Merry " Merry
Christmas

THE END
(pic)

Love Caridad (Mr. D, 3)

12- :
Dear Ca- .:,/.14

I like -*.;
much ana
you going to get
prese:Its. I-might
give you one. and
have a merry christmas
(plc)

love Norma
your friend

2=16-82
Dere. Norma
I got you a valentine card
did you get one for me? I' hope
you did write me backe.
(pic)

Love
Can (Mr. D, 3)

2-16=82
Dear Caridad
You are nice to me and I
like you and are
you going to Bring Valentine cards.
(pic)

Your friend
Norma (Mr. D, 3)

,,ater in the year Caridad and Norma write/to each other

on the same day, but. this time the correspondence is markedly

different from the earlier ones; The interactive nature of

the writing, as well as the absence of an address on the

second letter, provide evidence that the postal system is

being used for passing notes i. class.

6a) 6-3-82
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Dear. Norma
wont to be

your friend but I
can't and don't tuck to
me evr agen write
me back
(pic)

Love
Carry (Mr. D, 3)

6-3-82
Dear cari
why can't I tall._
to you could I
talk to you in
class
(pic)

your friend
Norma

(Caridad's letter in (6a) provides interesting data for the

ongoing effort to understand what writing is-for children.

For her, writing and talking seem to have differentfunctions;

during a fight talking is not acceptable, whereas writing is.

Perhps it the appeal of privateness of,writing, in contrast,'

to the publicness of speaking, that enables her to continue

/communicating with her friend in writing during their;fight

p-.!rsonal communication).)

Corresponding on the same day is riot characterieticItni

of the younger writers. Fourth graders'Judith and B.triz

engage in it early in the year, and here the imiting does not.

even seem to grow out of verbal interaction in the c/assroom.

7a) 9-15=81
Para Beatriz
tu eres mi. amiga y yip
soy tu amiga y tu Izas Ti
mejor amiga y tu eres
buena con migo y yo quiero
que seas mi mejor amiga
(pic)
yo te quiero porque eres buena

(Judith) (Ms R,
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It

b)

For Beatriz
you are my friend and I
am your friend and you are my
best friend and you are
good with me and I would love
for you to be my best friend
(pic)
I love you because you are nice

(Judith)

Sept 15 1981
Dear Judith'
I like To
play Tetherball plus
you het har and.I
like you fbr a frien'.
(pic)

Beatriz (Ms R, 4)

is possible, of course, that JUdith,and Beatriz' writing to

one another is due purely to coi rdence; (Beatriz did, in

i .

,

fact, write another letter to Juc.th two days later in whidh
ii

she Tems to respond to Judith's affirmation of friendship, as

well -/reiterating her enjoyment of fetherball.)

o other; fourth graders, Liz and her friend Patricia,

,.achl,44-tefourieti.erstoone smother on January 21, during
...

'their postal center°'tiMe. For Liz and other studentspartici-
7- ..- ) ,

,pating in the research project, both-sending and receiving'

lIarc, 'quantities of letters took ion importance at

pOint in the year. ,There was a competitive surge

writing. _Although it is Impossible to",be certain

this mid

Of letter

of the order

of Liz and Patricia's letters on January 21st, one pair

apparently contain interactive discourbe, in (S)"..'

8a)
- .

1/21
Dear-Liz
To Liz I like you
for ,et friend and how
do you like the candy
that got you. You are
a sp ,4a.1 girl to me
and twill be glad
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b)

to get you a (illegible)
'That's all =I have to

mcsay to you
--, (Pat) (Ms R, 4)

Jan 21, 1982
(Pat)
I'm sorry for what
I said and thanks
for the candy It
is good and _I really
am sorry and I hope
you will forgive me
for what I sa2,i
I like -:;l2 a 1,:\t-
(pic)

L ur.
Freind Li (Ms R, 4)

5

Patricia's other letters on January 21st are all affirmations of

friendship Liz' letters contain questions about school
J'. .

related matters (eg., "Do you like thiS school?" and "-Do you

wantto be,a tutor?"), whict; Patricia does'notanfr-er in

writing. There is the sense that .most of the interaction

between Liz and Patricia takes place face to.face, in the

classroom, and that just a.small portion'of it is contained in

their writing.

' It appears that simultandous writing by agreement, with-

out inter ctive dii6burse, is an access to corresponding which

some children choose to use. At thd--outset it grows out of

oral interaction, enabling the writer . sense of

working in the here and now, and it ass,.: writer .of a

"response." Simultaneous corresponding may grow into traci-
4

tional note passing or more mature kinds of corresponding, y

it always remains: an option, and may be returned to when new.

goa .sy such as generating a quantity of letters, become impor-:

tant.
. -
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3.2 Sequential Corresponding Without Continuou_s_ai-gcnnrse_;

The second category of corresponding involves instances where

the proximity of dates indicates that the receipt of the

earlier letter may have in some sense caused the writing of

the latter. Because children often omit dates; it is diffi-

cult to distinguish correspondences which fall into this cate-

gory from instances of simultaneous corresponding. But; fuzzy

as the demarcation lines may be, this category is real, and

interesting because the recipient of the first letter responds

without giving any indication of having received it. There is

neither acknowledgement of the letter, nor interactive dis-

course; The letters in (1) illu§trate this category of cor-

responding;

la) septiembre-22 1981
Querido Andy
Andy tu eves m mejor
amigo tu juegas con
migo y con Orlando
y con Carlos D
(pic)
con amor

Eliseo (Mr. D; 3)

(September-22 1981
Dear Andy
Andy you are my best
friend you_ play with
me and with Orlando
and with Carlo§ D
(pic)
with love

Eliseo)

9-23
Eliso
Dear Eliseo
I like When
We play KicKball
(pic)
mi amigo
Andy (Mr. D;
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While it may not be mere coincidence that Andy's letter, like

Eliseo's, is concerned with play, there is no indication of

interactive writing

The correspondence in (2) takes place between studentS

in different classrooms.

-2a) Oct 8 1981.
Dear Susi
Susi yo soy tu amiga
I Veronica esta in mi
clase yo to mado esta
cart pars que me
quontestes
(pic)
quirira susi

Karla (Ms G,

b)

(Oct 8 1981.
Dear Susi
Susi I am your friend.
And Veronica is in my
class I am sending you this
letter so that you will
answer me
(pic)
dear Susi

Karla)

October 13 1981
Karle yo
to quiero mucho
puedes ir a mi casa
a ora
di le a tu mama
i a tu papa
que si puedes
ir a mi casa

Susy (Mrs. F,
tu amiga

(October 13 1981
Karle I
love you a lot
can you go to my house
now
tell your mother
and your father
if you can
go to my house

Susy
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your friend)

Karla says that she is writing so that'Suay will answer her,

yet she do-6S not ask any questions or make any statements that

directly require a-response. Apparently to her, a letter

itself, apart from its content- sufficient to warrant a res-
ik

ponse. Susy (Note her use of 'tell' rather than as

Observed in the writing of other Spanish and English speaking

StudentS.) respond-s to the spirit of Karla's letter, without

any linking of discourse.

t does not seem justified to conclude that all respon-

dents whose letters fall into this category are unable.to

write interactively. For some children, sending a letter is

much like giving a gift, and while the giver may hope for

something in return; he or she doeS not expect the)two gifts

to connect in any way; Fourth graders; as well as the younger

students, do this type of corresponding, as (3) shows.

3A) JaNuary 11, 1982
Querido Jaems
Jaems to eres mi mejor
amigo y poresa to mado
esta cart y Juegas muy bien
querido amigo
(pic)

Manual R
tu amigo (Ms R, 4)

(JaNuary 11, 1982k
Dear Jaems
James you are my best
friend and so I Am sending you
this letter and you play very well
dear friend
(pic)

Manual R
your friend

Jan 14, 1982
Dear
Maunal R how
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are you .going to finish
your Rreading. 1 hope
you finish your Reading
because your in big
trouble because if you
don't finish your
things at th%
right time you will
get in trouble;
You are my best
friend I ever
had in my
classroom. You never
call me names ore
you never teas me
You are !my best friend.

friend
James (Ms R, 4)

After hiS warning to Manual, James does pick up the friendShip

theme that is the main thrust of Manual's letter; Because

affirmations of.friondship are go frequent in the data, it 4s

Virtually impossible to say whether this is in response to
.

Manual's letter, for example, an effort by James to ex-.

plain why he felt free to issue the warning. ('See the discus=

sion of James' use of the postal system in Section 2.4.)

Similarly, Jose's motivation for issuing the affirmation of

friendship in (4b) is unclear.

4a) October 12 1981
Dear Munchy (Jose)
You are my best
friend so you can
youes my makers (marker:s.21
so you can
Here is a picture of
you in the store
(pic) cute
Whrite back

love James (Ms R, 4)

October 14, 1981
Dera James
James you are my
best best firend. you did
not pick me on
today. Lets play tag



Your friend Jose (Ms R, 4)

In Jose's letter the affirmation of friendship seems so auto-

matic that oit might be a respodse to a 4'-deting, as when two

acquaintances in a work situation pass one another; one bays.

"Hello," and the Other replies "Hello." It is possible to

infer a complex relationship between the affirmation of

-friendship and the complaint which follows it, such that :the

affirMation of friendship provides a reason.why the thing
f

complained about should not have occurred, butAit i8
1sible to know-if setting up that inference was Jose's intent,

,--'
-

or whether; in making the affirMation of friendship,. he was

simply respodding in kind to the spirit Of Jam 81P letter.

3.3 Acknowledging Receipt of a Letter; In the two kinds

of correspondence that have been discussed up to thispoint,

there is no direct indication that the second aetter is a

response to the first; The third category marks a distinct
- ,break from the first*two.in that here the respondent Makes

direct reference to receipt of a letter; And typically thiS
-, -,is the only way in which the two letters connect. (1) and

:-.-

(2) are classic examples of third and/fourth graders, respec-

tively.
!

la) Oct.1
Dear Mliseo
Dear Eliseo your
My, best friend. When ever
we're going to
play kAkball
I wish if you our
on my team

Andy (Mr. D,

10-3
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Dear Andy
'ya agarre to
carta qua me mendates
y yo quiero qua
le mandes una
carta a Carlos D
y a Orlando tamdien
y vamos juara

tamdien
en lonche tamdien
vamo a jugar
en lonche comemos'la comida

con *hot
Eliseo (Mr. D, 3)

(10-3
Dear An
I already got youy-7E
letter that youSent me
and I want
you to send a
letter to_Carlos D
andrtp Orlando too
and' we are going to play
cickkall and also
at,,-1-Unch aNa
we are going to play
at junch we eat together

con smog
Eliseo)

2a)> 9/18
,(Judith)
How are you? I am(fihd_
do you like the day today?
I like the day today
hosyour best friend? My best
frend is Sandra

Good luck
by from

Veronica (Ms R, 4)

b) 9/23/1981
Veronica
gracias porquA me
mandes to una carta
Veronica yo soi
Judith y qui si era
a ser_tu amiga si
to quieree_a ser mi
amiga te.tienes
que juntar con miga
yo quiero a ser to
amigg Veronica
manda me una carta
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porque sino me mandas
yo no to mando manda
me una carts

Judith (Ms R; 4)

9/23/1981
(Veronica)
thank you for
Sending me a letter
Verdnida I am
Judith and I would like
to be your friend if
you want to be my
friend you have
to get together with me
I want to be your
friend Veronica
send me aletter
bedaUSe if you don't send me one
I won't send you one send
me -aletter

Judith)
0

Judith's letter map'-actually respond, somewhat indirectly, to

the content of Veronica's letter, too. If Judith feels loft z-

out of Veronica 'p friendship with Sandra, she could be under-

/(stood as making -a rather strong plea for friendship with/

Veronica herself;

Luz' response to James in (3) is outstanding for its

absence of both a response to his offer and an answer to his

question. However, the intervention of five days'i with all
4

the potential for face to face interaction, may have made

direct responses irrelevant;

t

ti

3a) March 26, 1982
Dear Luz
do -you want I
ball. I Will give you
one. I will give you
A ball with a

. red line on it;
Luz are -you going to see the
Wisserd of Oz. It is a 8:00
on challen 2.

Your'friend James (Ms R, 4)



3/31
Dear James
Hi I got the letter you
gave me and I want to.
be in the classroom at Suva
because you are a good friend -

to me and I get to go now good by
Jam-6S

LOve Luz (Ms R, 4)

Telling James she wants to be in his cla8Sroom next year
%

because he is .a good friend may be Luz' indirect means of

expressing gratitude for his generosity.

(4) and:(5) offer the oppOrtunity to compare correspon-
7---

1

dences between the same children early and late in the year.

Manual R was trying to learn to speak and write English at the

Ipeginning of the year and the strain took its tolL on his

writing, as ShoWn. in (4a). When he started writing in

Spanish; his writing improved markedly, in (5 ).

4a) 9-22-21

."ay jaem
me en Jens
we play
spanes hash
bool your
fren Manual R (Ms R, 4)

(DeaJames
me and James
we play
Spanish dodge'
ball your
friend Manual R)

0dt-ober 12, 1981
Dear Manual R
I got youriettgr and
I got it aqd I read it.
You are my best friend
and I like you very much
Here is a AZcture of you and me
playing a game

White Back?
loVe your f-iiend James (Ms R, 4)
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5A) June_23, 1982
querido james
temando esta carta
porque to eres mi me
jor amigo dime
si siempre vas a
jugar sOcer en la
carta que me mandes

tu querido
amigo Manual R (Ms R.

(June 23, 1982
Dear James
I am sending you thiS letter
because you are my
best friend tell me
if you are always going to
play socer in the
letter you_send me

your dear
friend Manual 12`

June 25; 1982
Dear Manual R
I did get your
letter I know your
my best friend what_;,
class room are you going to
I am going to room 403

good By

6

James-(Ms R, 4)

Manual's letter in (5a) is significantly moreimature than the

one in (4a);' and more elaborate than the one in SeCtion 3.2,

Nb. (3a). It is difficult to know whether his direct request

for information, "Tell me if you are always going to play

soccer in the letter you send me," is also intended as an

indirect request for a letter, or whether he-simply assumes

that James will write back; Whatever the case; he has cer-

tainly learned to make writing work for him; James, in both of

his letters in (4b) and.(5b), acknowledges receipt of Manual's

letters and affirms their friendship, but he does not seem to

pay attention to any of Manual's mentions of sports. HiS

statement in (4b) that he read Manual R's letter may be
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intended as reassurance to matliial that his letter was indeed

decipherable. Such sensitivity on James' part is in contrast

to his rather critical letter to Manual in Section 3.2, No.

(3b).

By acknowledging receipt of a letter, a respondent is; in

a sense, putting out a sign that "Thib is a correspondence."

It is a key step in mastering the last of the formal rules of

corresponding: A writes to_B: then B writes back to A because

of A'S lettet. The next step is to bring the interaction into

the writing itself.

3;4 Corresponding with Continuous Discourse.- In theory

every respondent has a coice as to whether to continue a

topic introduced by th initiatoto-fthe correspondence or to

introduce one or more new topics himself. And yet, In reality,

continuation of at leaSt one topic from the initiating letter

seems to be a feature that characteriteb dorreSpondences where

there is'a sense that? the writer is comfortable using the

postal system. Perhaps the best evidence for the case that

continuation of one of the initiator's topics reflects growth

comes from cases in which the respondent seems to be learning

how, or exploring ways;to continue a topic. The first part

Of this section focuses on such instances.

The strategy which Carlos uses in (1) appears to be to

copy what Phillip wrote, While adding more information;

la) 1Vai.
Dear Carlos- D

I am your Best
cOsend

and we Play soccer
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and Basbal
by soccer
Cpic)
Phillip D (Mrs. F, 3

Sept 17,_1981
Dear Phillip D
Yuo are my Best
cousin and we go to
yuor house and we Play
soccer and marbles and
baseball and'catch
(Pic)_

ltiVe

Carlos D

ClearlyAthisi-s not corresponding in any sophi:Iticated sense,

and pat Carlos' effort to stay on the topic Phillip introduced

is unmistakable

Julio's striategy for continuing the discourae in (2) is

to draw a conclusion, or state an assumption about why Manual

F wrote what he did.

2a) March 16, 1982
Dear Julio do you know that the Dodgers
played the Heaston astros and the dodgers
and they Won 7-4

Manual F (Ms R, 4)

b) Manual you 'like ihe_DodgerS becaUSe
the won the scrt 7-4__

(Julio) (Ms R; 4)

In Ochs and Schieffelin's terms (1976), Julio incorporates

Manual F's discourse topic into a new proposition. If he had

answered Manual F's question, he would have collaborated on

the topic. Julio's writing conveys his diScoMfott with the

medium; what has been written to him very rigidly defines

What he can write back.

Manual F's'letter in (3) illustrates topic collaboration

in a respondenYS letter, this time with Some elaboration.

3a) September 17; 1981
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Dear Manual
as you know sugar-
ray won the fight sugar-,
ray nocked him out 2 times
in the 13th and in the 14th
please write back. By
(plc)

your ftiend Miguel (Ms R;

Sept_ 24,
Dear Migel,

sI no that sugar Ray
won the fit sugar Ray nock
down Kearns 7th rown
sugar ray mest up hears
(pic)

Manual F (Ms R; 4)

The extent of Manual F's interaction with Miguel is actually

considerable; FirSt is his response to Miguel's "as you know"

to open his letter; Miguel's use of the expression is quite

unusual for a child of his age; Manual F reacts to it quite

literally, responding to it much as if it were a question in

need of an answer. Second, Manual F contributes the name Of

Sugar Ray's opponent in the fight, thus adding information

that Miguel had omitted; And third, Manual F.goes on to

provide further details, designed either to correct Miguel, or
-

to fill in more of the complete story;

Manual F'S use of "I know" to respond to Miguel's "As you

know," is illustrative of a successful, if somewhat awkward

effort of a writer refer to something the initiator, of the

Correspondence said A slightly different sort Of awkwardness

appears in Jose's response to James in (4).

4a) March 26, 1982
Dear Jose A
Iam going to_give
Luz a bP.11; I am
going to give her

,a ball with a
red mark. You ncv
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how I have my ball with a
blue mark; I am going
to put a red_mark on her ball

Your friend
James (Ms R, 4)

3/30/82
Dear James
Hi How are you
to day I am fine.

herd you are
going to give Luz
a ball. try to give
Me a ball to. or let
me baro one

Goo-by
your firend
Jose A (Ms R;

Now it may; of course; be true that; in addition to reading it

in James' letter; Jose did actually hear in conversation with,

friends that James was going to give Luz a ball. There is no

way of knowing. But since Jose is writing in response to

James' letter; it is reasonable to assume that his choice of

the verb 'hear' in "1 herd you are gding to give Luz ball,

is his method of acknowledging what James had written to him.

Possibly this is a case of misplaced indirectness; Jose wants

to make his request for a ball for 1-imself as polite (i -
I

direct) as he can;, but instead of at:taching the indirectness

to his request; he attaches it to the method by which he

received the message about James' gift to Luz; In any case;

Jose's responding to James' very direct message with "1 herdi"

as if it had come from some unidentified or anonymous source;

comes across as an inexperienced correspondent's practice at

learning how to make reference to something written to him in

a letter.

Because it is impossible to know how classroom interac-
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tion may have influenced each instance of written correspon-

dence, 'as well as to understand how certain things that get

written are actually intended, there is no clear line between

what appear to be initial, slightly strained efforts to con-

tinue discourse, and more successful, mature ones. In the

following examples, the manner in which something is said does

not distract attention from or interfere with understanding of

what is said, and this, at least from an adult point of view;

is one of the best barometers of developing maturity, and

naturalness in using the pdstal system.

(5) Yvonne responds very positivley to the closing of

the letter she received from Lily.

5a)

b)

Monday, September 14, 1981
To Yvonne
Yvonne you are pretty and
I wish you_wer my best
frend and I like
How you right on spelling

Love is alwis
From Lily M (Ms R, 4)

Sept. 15; 1981
Dear_ Lily
Thank you -very much
for your letter.
I liked when you
said love is always with
Lilly. I will be your
best friend now and
I_will play teatherball
with you_ and Cindy.
One -of these days
will ask my- mother
if you could come
over my house
Yopr new best friend

Love
yvonne (Ms R, 4)

(Note how Yvonne uses the standard spelling of 'always,'

rather than Lily's spellin44. She is making the standard
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spelling available to Lily, and perhaps Lily will notice and

learn it in this very personal context.) Yvonne also responds

directly and affirmatively to (request) for best

friendship; and makes promises in order to Confirm the

Seriousness of her intent.

(6) is a correspondence between a third and fourth

grader, Alma and Debby, respectively, in different classrooms

Alma has sordifficulty with her letter; and there is the

sense that Debby is trying to ease Alma's discomfort, to

assure her that it doesn't matter;

6a) November 18 1981
Dear Debbie_
YUO are_My best frin'd
and I play
tetherball white me
and I like to
play tetherball god
by Debbie

Your frend
Alma (Mr. D; 3)

November 25, 1981
Dear Alma D
how come you do not come to my house
to play tetherball with me ane we can
play a lot of games and we can play
with my friend Cindy at bchool and I
like to pfay with you- because you are
very pretty and you are very nice
to me. and your mom is very nice
to me and you.

your friend
Debby G (Ms F, 4)

Debby's method of responding is to pick up Alma's tetherball

theme by inviting her to her house to play (The invitational-

intent of "how come you do not come to my house..." is made

clear by the following "...and we can play..."). While the

fit of the two letters is not tight, with respect to

interaction, the thematic linking is unmistakable, as is
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Debby's interactional intent.

SoMe of the cotplektieS of male-female relationships are

the issue in '(7). Karla haS -apparently written to Joseph

before, without getting a response. In (7), after remarking

on Joseph's progress with respect to kindness toward two

memberS of the opposite sex, she lodges a complaint.

7aY
Joseph
Joseph you are geting
to'be nice to me
and yesenia
When I rite to you
you don't answer me
just because 1 am
a Girl
(pic)

Love
Karld (Ms G, 2)

Dear Karla
I didn't wrate
back because Jesus
will say something
to me.
O.K. By
(pic)

from
JoSeph (Ms G, 3)

Joseph acknowledges that Karla is essentially correct;

doesn't want his friend Jesus to know that he wrote to a girl
4

because of the teasing it will cause. But while Joseph is

explaining why he didn't write to Karla, there he is writing

to her after all-. Her second letter can not go ignored.

(8J contains three letters exchanged between two fourth

grade girls who demonstrate the desire and ability to write

interactively early in the year.

8a) Sept, 15 1981
Dear Yvonne
Hi how are you well
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for me _fine I like
you and I want you
to go to my house_
for.MisSy's_birthday
and you'll be with me
and/missy's..4rends will
bq fqith her inqldding
my ,cousins one: is 11 and
7 I think your my best---
friend and Lilly
is.but your my 1st
best friend I would
Write more bUt I'M
running out of lines

Your friend
Always Cindy (Ms R,
P.S. Write back

Sept. 17, 1981
Dear Cindy
Hi thank you very much for
your letter. I'm fine to
just like you. I will ask
my mother if I could go
to Missy's birthday party and
if I don't go I will try
and get her a presand adk%
if I dor.i.t get her a
presand or go to her
birthday party then I don't know
what i will do. but
I Will try very hard
to 4b. Wall it is time
for sighlent reading so
I have to go now

And love is always
with Yvonne (Ms R, 4)

c) Sept 18 1981,
Dear Yvonne A.

thanks for the letter. well I
*hope you could to to missy'sioirthday
party: and I promiSe yOu you
don't have to be with Missy because
yotir going to be with me. I hope.
well I have to go now because
were going to have to go' to lunch

love always your
best friend Cindy (Ms R, 4°)

_

The correspondence continues with Yvonne writing on September

22nd to express re,gret at not having been able to attend

Missy's (Cindy's younger sister's) birthday party. Although
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Cindy and YVonne.S.concerns about the birthday party seem to

be somewhat different, their ability to sustain a topic over

turns is apparent; Each is comfortable using the postal'

system, and has acquired the ability to write interactively

With fyency.

BOth (5) and (8) demonstrate Yvonne's ability to write

interactively in her corresponding. Another correspondence

into which she entered has implications for the effedt of

the social, context in %Ihich letter writing takes placeup-on

what children write. Toward the end of the school year; after

I interviewed each of the students who had participated in the

research project; I wrote ana thanked each one for his or her

participation. My letter started a correspondence with

Yvonne, which is shown in (9);

-9a) June 17, 1982
Dear Yvonne
Thanks for coming to talk with

me today. It was a big help,
nd fun too.
What are you going to miss most

about Colmar next year? And what
are you going to like best about Suva?

Write backi
Love,
Jennifer

8/21/82
Dear Jennifer
thaks alot for
your letter
remember the
one you sought
me about innerviewing
on me. Well I like
it. TO bad we
woun'tbeable
to do that again

Love
Yvonne (Ms R,



June 23, 1982
Dear Yvonne,

ThankS fot the/letter.
Yes I do rememker the one
I wrote you about our interview.

glad you had _a good time.
How do you feel about the

school year ending/ I feel
a little, bit sad because I
won't be seeing the friends
I 'mode here this year.

Please write if you have
time.

Love,
Jennifer

6/24/82
Dear Jennifer
did like the

inner viewing
it was fun
to bad we
can't 4o it
again but
I wish I could
Write back soonl

Love
Always
Yvonne (Ms R, 4)

In both of my letters, throU4h my qust'onsi I made an effort

to write.to Yvonne about what strucksC as important personal

issues. And in my secqnd letter, I answered my question to

her with respect to myself; hoping that by sharing my feel-

ings, I could encourage her to share hers Yvonne, steadfastly

resists my efforts, choosing instead to focus on the "inner

view;" (Her spelling reflects a refreshingly different and

appealing notion of what interviewing is, and she is clear'

enough about her perception of the event that she does not

notice the standard spelling in my second letter and correct

to it in_hers.) Clearly the interview had a big impact on

her, and she wantsto hold on to it. But her letters do not

demonstrate the facitlity'at-interactive writing seen in her
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letters to her peers. There is the sense that she is being

very careful; in a relationship where she is a little awed.

For example, in (9b), when she thanks me for my first letter,

she reminds me of what it was about, with the Lmplication that

I won't remember without her assistance. While there is; no

way to be abSolutely certain, it seems likely-that the stress

of interadting.'with an adult of some importance to her about a

momentous event inhibited the rather sophisticated writing

facility which Yvonne has demonstrated in mord-relaxed set-

tings. Unfortunately, there are no other instances of YVOnne

responding to an adult to use for comparison. In typical

child-adult correspondences, the child initiates, the adult

responds, and, the interaction stops.

There.is another instance of 'child -adult corresponding

worthy of mention here because of its contrast to the situa-

tion in (9). Here nothing in the social context interferes;

and the adult is able to motivati the child to write interac-

tively. Jud4h (see Section 3.1, NO. (7) ) is one of the less

mature fourth grade letter writers, and with her peers she

does not do any writing that is clearly interactive. However,

her teacher is able to help her to move beyond what she typi-

cally does with peers. Judith wrote three letters in rapid

succession to Mis R which are repetitive expressions of affec-

tion. In an effort to give Judith something else to write

about; to Shard more of herself, Ms R wrote to Judith and

asked if she had any brothers and sisters, and if s6, their

names and ages. Judith's response, three weeks later, appears



in (10).

10) .11713
MisS.R0S6
You are nice
with me Miss
Rose a like one
of your letters and
that was very nice
and in that letter you
toyme_wzit was' the
name of_my sisters'
and Broders one of
the name of my
broder is Eddied_
and the another BeS
name ie forge
and ,tbe big siste
is Rose Mari have
a happy day Miss
Rose

form
Judith

(Again notice the use of 'tell' instead of 'ask.' Also there

are interesting evidences of the influence of Spanish in

Judth's spelling. '1' becomes 'a;' in Spanish /a/ is the

closest approximation to the English dipthong /ay/. Similar-

ly, 'brothers' becomes 'broderS' because /d/ closely approxi-

mates the English voiced interdental fricative, 'th' sound

which does not occur in Spanish.)

The careful* labored way in which Judit refers to Ms R'S

letter and what she feelS is the main question in it, and then

goes on to answer the question, refleCt the effort she must

exert to respond to the content of Ms R'S letter, i.e., to

respond interactively. There is the impression that she is

stretching here, both in her use of English and in her skill

at writing letters; making the most of her teaCher's assis-

tance to achieve more than she could have Without the incen-

tive. (It is interesting that Judith does not answer Ms R's
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first question about whether or not she has any brothers or

sisters. TXLis,may reflect a lack of perspective taking on
10. -

Judith's pa.t, in thati. her,brothers and sisters are such an

integral part of her life that a question about whether or not

she has any simply si.14)-s by UnilbtiCed.) Again, Vygotsky's

notion of the zone of proximal develop lent helps to explain

JUdith'S ability to exceed her usual ability here. What She

can do with her teacher's encouragement vow, she will be able

to do more readily in written interactions later.

The notion that writing can be interactIfre seems to be

one which evolves, as children gain experience using the

postal System. Because corresponding, by its very definition,
/
/as an interactive process, the act of doing it helps children

to move the locus of the interaction from the here and now of

the classroom to the more remote content of the writing it-

self. When correspondents emerge who make demands on their

CbtreSpOndees, the process is hurried along; The facilitator

may be an adult', but, as will be seen in Section 3.5, it need

not

3.5 Karla. Karla is an academically successful second

grader in Ms G's class. While her first language is Spanish,

she is bilingual, and she writes letters 'in English unless her

recipient is more comfortable With Spanish. Two of Karla's

twenty-three letters are in Spanish, and in both of theSe the

greetings-and dates are in English. Perhaps Karla writes

these before she really begins to think about whom shelis



writing to. Or, since thb closing of one of these letters is

in English too,perhapS Karla is simply accustomed to doing

these formulaic parts of the letter in English and tailor-

makes only the body of her letters for the recipient.

Karla is popular and social., and not just among girls in

Ms G's classroom. One day Patricia, a good thitU grade friend

of hers, announced to me in Karla's presence, "Shdfrwrites to

boys." And indeed she does, at least to one. She seems to

consider boys to be regular people, which is not entirely

usual for girls her age. Karla.also writes to older children,

t^ fourth grade girls in Ms R's class, and it is the develop-

merit of d_gorrespondence with one of these Student8, Shirley,

that is of particular interest here.

It was seen in Section 3.4 that a teacher can help a

student to write at a level she has not reached on her own.

It appears also that an older child can facilitate the pi-og-

ress of a younger one by modeling more mature writing. It is

not that Shirley intentionally plays the role of model; but

rather that Karla makes use of what she sees Shirley doi for

her own advancement;

In the first pair of letters, written/tin March, Shirley

initiates the correspondence, and Karla responds with a letter

of the type discussed in Section 3.2, except for one interes-
1)

tang exception; While the words of Karla's letter do not give

any hint that she is responding to Shirley's letter, the

thematic relation of the art work in the two letters is

takable To Shirley's picture of two straight-haired girls
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labeled "you" and "me" playing tetherballi KaAa responds with

two curlyhaired girls labeled "you" and "me ",playirig tether-

ball. In Shirley's picture the ball is on "me'8" eide; in

Karla's it is on "youse" side. The written messages in true

first pair,of letters appeaer in (1).

la) March 5 -8
Hi Kraia
How are you? I am Fine
How are you going in School
are you good? I am. I
thing so. are you geting
better -in I
am. Will_I have to go
by yo'r Frined Shirley (plc)

3-15-82
Dear Shirly
shiny i like you
because you play whith
me love (Karla) (pic)

It may be that Karla assumes Shirley_knows she is talking

about tetherball; and that Karla is correct in her assumption;

Perhaps only an adult researcher looks fOr such literalness.

In the second pair., of letters, again initiated by Shirley two

months later there are no pictures, and Karla's verbal message

is more specific because,it has to carry more of the meaning.

The second sequence appears in (2).

2a) 5/18 1982
Dear Karla
How are you. I am Fine. How are you
geting in teathball Hope better. are
you Fine is school work. what Book
you in math and in reading well
I have to go by you'r Friend

Shirley
c511 say Hi to Elizabeth and Sonia

by aginl

Dear shirly I like
you because you
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play with me and
we play tether
ball.

love
Karla

Ksrles first two letters' to Shirley are, done in cursive

writing; and it may be that her concentration on handwriting

interferes with the composing process. She gives the impres-

sion of not havipg noticed most of what Shirley Wrote.to her;

pidking up on only the tetherball topic; or it may simply be
1

tht.; for an inexperienced letter writer; the many questions

in Shirley's letter are simply OVerwhelming.

Karlages third letter is in marked contrast to the first
.

two. Here she initiates the correspondence, and gives Shirley

something to write back about.. She is learning about the

usefulnesS of asking questions in her letters; Because they

require answers, they motivate the recipient to respond. This

third sequence of letters; of which the.firSe was written-in

(early to mid June; appears in (3),

3a) Dear Shirly I
Like you because
you play Chinice
Jump Roap wit me
how are you
doing with your
Riding.

Love
Karla

Date
June 15-982

Hi Karla
How are you.
I am Fine.
and I like
to play chinice
Jump rope with
you too. and I
am Fine in reading
too. Krala How
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old are_you._I am_
10 year's old. and
I am a 4th grader

by your
Friend

Shirley a.

Once again Karla tells Shirley why she likes her, al-

though this time she focuses on a different activity in which

she and Shirley participate together. This time, however, she

also asks Shirley how she is doidg in a particular school

subject, reading. It seems quite likely that Karla has

learned from Shirley's letters that such questions are ap-

propriate.

Shirley writes back a model response, in (3b). She

performs'the ritualistic greeting, asking her addressee hciW

She is; and then answering with respect to herself. She

comprehends the intent of Karla's "1 like you because you play

Chinice Jump Roap with me," and responds appropriately that

she likes to play the game with her, ;too. .Shirley knows. how

to spell "rope" and does so correctly; she apparently does not

know how to spell "Chinese" and therefore stays with Karla's

spelling. She answers Karla's question about how she is doing

in reading, again changing to the standard spelling. Shirley

then goes on to ask a new question, to answer it with respect

__for herself, and then to give some additional information

(which Karla presumably already knows). Shirley's letter is

definitely not a model of creativity, but a model of how to

respond appropriately and sensitively, it surely is.

Shirley does not hear from Karla within a week, do she

writes her to find out why. Karla writes back to apologize for



not responding sooner; writing interactively for the first

time. This represents a major step in the development of her

ability

Shirley

to correspond; This final sequence

appears int (4);

4a)

b)

June -22 -1982
Hi Karla

How are you._
I am Fine. How come
you_don't wirte_back
or the letter that
I sent_you has
not got to you;
and How are you
in you math; I'm just
Fine. what book are
you- in Math. what
BOok'_are you in
reading. well I have
to go_by your Friend

Shirley
P.S. Backl

6-28-82
Dear Shirly
I am sorry because I dindt
answer you I didn't have any
time so -if you could send;
me anotherletter by now,,;
Frind(pid) 40

Love Karla

between Karla and

Karla's apology and explanation that she

constitute an appropriate and

question (or complaint) about

not respond to any of Shirley

directly to the part that may

didn't have time

sensitive response to Shirley's

not hearing from her. Karla does

's other questions. She responds

have important social implica-
.

tions for her relationship with Shirley, but she disregards

the rest of the letter and asks for another one.

Karla's request for another letter from Shirley reveals

an interesting assumption about the rules for corresponding

that Karla is operating with. The particular rule at issue

1
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peitains to the question of what constitutes a letter in need

of a response. IS it simply a matter of turn taking; or might

there be something actually written in the letter itself that

could motivate a response? Het request in (4b) suggests a

feeling on her part the communicative intent of Shirley's

earlier letter is somehow cancelled by Karla's failure to

respond to it before another one arrived; Both the turn

taking sequence and the content of the letters have signifi-
:.

cance. A letter that she wrote early in the year suggests

that her answer at that time focused altOSt exclusively on the

turn taking aspect of corresponding; This letter, written to

the principal, appears in (5).

34) Oct 8, 1981'
Mr K
Mr K
You are a very nice man.
Please answer me. My
name is Karla (pic)
Love Karla

Her'd it is the act of writing a letter, i.e., taking a

turn; that is supposed to elicit a response. If Karla has any

notion that -be message in a letter might be deliberately

designed so as to require an answer, she demonstrates no

awareness f it here. At the same time of year she writes to

Susy, a s cond grade friend in Mrs. F's class, "Yo to mado

esta cart para que me quontestes" (I am sending you this

letter so that you will answer me.). Again, the message in her

letter does not give its recipient anything concrete to ans-

wer. What Karla is after early in the year is a return letter.

It is the physical presence' of the letter, more than its

symbolic content, that constitutes its significance. The



letter is the concrete manifestation of a turn taken, the

signal for the recipient to do his or her part.

By the end of the year; the message in a letter has taken on

More importance to Karla. Its physical being is still a major

concern; but She has discovered with Shirley's help, that she can

interact with a friend through what they write to each other;

This is no small revelation, for it makes the writing of friendly

letters a useful communicative tool; rather than a largely

ceremonious gesture. Certainly Karla has more to learn about

corresponding with a friend, but through her experience with

with models of writing more mature than her own, she has made

important progress.



PART POUR: IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION

L_D___Introduction. It is obvious that the postal syStem
1

at Colmar-is not producing great writers instantly. Much of

the writing is labored and very limited. And yet, children

who would not otherwise be writing are choosing to write

letters of their own accord. Clearly something important is

going on here. Furthermore, these children are getting the

idea that someihing they might actually want to write is

important enough to be a school activity. Certainly this

paves the way for positive attitudes toward writing. And

children who find pleasure in writing early on are more likely

to be willing to work to make their writing good as they get

further on in school than children for WhOM writing has been

drUdgery from the start. In this final part of the report; I.

would like to look at what using the postal system may be

contributing to children's writing development. The postal

system at Colmar, as it is currently Used by teachers, has its

limitations, but I -think it is providing StUdeklts with extre-

mely ValUable writing experience.

4=1 The Notion of Text Ownership. When I set out to

study interactive writing, I had no idea how little of it I

-would find. And yet when I reflect on my own experience with

-Corresponding with friends, I notice that not a groat deal of

that writing is interactive either. Certainly part of it iS,

but the turn taking aspect of corresponding is important with

adults, too; The big difference I notice between my exper-
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ience wit'h corresponding and whAt I found in, children'a let-

ters at Colmar has to do with what I have best heard referred

to as text ownership (Farr, 1983). Experienced writers have a

certain sense of command over their writing which is very

clearly missing in inexperienced writers. I once watched

Lwrence, a second grader in Ms G's classroom, laboriouSly
.,.w

Write to his sister, April, the following: "I see you play

With Laura at my house." After finiShing that letter, he

still had a little time, so he decided to write a letter to

Laura, his sister's friend. This is the content of his letter

to Laura: "I see you play with April at my house." The

messages are identical, except for the change of names; This

to me represents the epitome of a lack of text ownership,

reusing the same message because of the supreme effort in-

volved in thinking it up and gettingit down on paper. ,What

is perhaps most remarkable about the use of the postal system

among some of the children at Colmar is their willingness to

struggle to get something written to send to a friend or an

important adult. They want to send and receive letters.

There are several instances where children play, either

with language or with the rules of.letter writing form, and

these instances seem to convey a growing sense of text owner-

ship. For instance, Becky (Mrs.F, 2), who wrote so many

affirmations of friendship during the year, on one occasion

wrote to Wendy (Mrs. F, 3), "I love you You are nice and I

like you. You yourself and you." The "you yourself and you"

inserted in the picture box conveyed to me the message that

Becky was feeling a sense of power over the medium. Similar-
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ly, on a letter which Miguel (Ms R, 4) wrote to John (Ms R, 4)

about the Tommy Hearns-Sugar Ray Leonard boxing match, the

address on the front was "From: Miguel going for Tommy

Hearns," and "To: John going for tommy." Miguel, too, seemed

to be,feeling powerful, in charge of his medium. In contrast

to inexperienced writers like Lawrence, when more experienced

writers write several letters at one sitting, each one is

different, tailor-made for the recipient. Thesetwriters make

the medium work for them, rather than feeling controlled by

'it.

4.2 Notes on Development. The design of the project,

without a control group, makes it Impossible to attribute the

cause of development in children's writing to use of the

postal system. However, examples such as No. 10 in Section

3.4, where Ms R encourages Judith to struggle with interactive

writing, and the story of Karla andShirley in Section 3.5

certainly point to a particular kind of growth directly attri-

butable to useof the postal system. Since there are no other

occasions for interactive writing in the writing curriculum,

it is only logical to assume that the development is taking

place within the context of the postal system.

There is another type of situation in which use of the

postal system may not be the cause of development, but it may

bd. a vehicle for revealing development. One particular child

comes to mind. Susy began the school year fluent only in

Spanish. She was a newcomer to the school,and, quick to make

friends, she soon found writing letters a good facilitator of
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the process. Early in the year she wrote several letters like

(10-81
estimaaa-Roselia yo to quiero
muel.o vas a mi casa aora cuando
igax.os d4 la escuela aora
to amiga susy

(dear Roselia: I.love you
very much go to my house now when
we leave school now
your friend susy (Mrs. F, 2)

Since making friends was on her mind, it comes as no surprise
a

that her letter would contain an affirmation of friendship and

an invitation. During the first half of the year, Susy's

letters, all in Spanish, grew from just a few lines to double

or triple that length. Then, on her own initiative, she

started writing in English, and her letters became short again

for a while. 3y the end of the year she was inspired to write

the letter in (2). The occasion was the death of her friend's

brother in an automobile accident.

2) 6=82
,Dear Delfina_
I .1lAe you If I cut (could)
goA4A,your hous
Ii gook .(cook ?) Delfina.
To see our main

Love your main.
she is prette.
You ar cut (cute) to Delfina
ar you Wendy's Arend
yes-or-no ansser
me Ple4 I houp
you fill bette and
your mam'to
I love you pelfina
Love Sus L

Your fend Susy (Mrs. F, 2)

Certainly here is much that could be said about Susy's spe

ling, and in one place it is not precisely 'clear what she
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meant, but it appears that she has written a letter of condo-,

lence, the basic content of which many adults would have

difficulty improving. In aid of condoling Delfina and her

mother; Susy offers to help them (to cook),tells them sne

loves them, compliments them; and tells them she hiipes they

feel better. She also takes care of a little business ("are

you Wendy's frend yes-or-no'), as if to remind Delfina that

life is still going on, waiting for her to return.

While using the postal system cannot be said to have

caused the development of either'SuAy's English language pro-

ficiency or her writ.ing, the fact that she enjoyed writing

leti.drA and did it frequently could only be to her advantage.

The postal system provided a supportive environment in which

her writing development could flourish.

4.3_Concluslon It has been my intention throughout to

let the Colmar students, themselves, reveal how use of the

postal-System enters into their lives. They are not learning

editing skills in this process, but they are learning that

writing is funand rewarding. They are developing, fluency and

developing skill at a particularkind of Writing that will' be
.

useful for the rest of their lives.
_ .)- _

There is another advantage to the postal system at Colmar

that is extremely Significant, given the state of American

education today.. Many teachers feel unsure of their own

writing abilities, and shy away from putting themselves in the

position of evaluating their students' writing. Many other

teachers simply feel overwhelmed at the amount of paper work
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they have to do. A postal system such as this one creates a

situation in which Vie.studentp do,a lot of writing with a

minimum of responsibility on their teacher's parts. TeacherS

need to create a. context in which the writing can happen, and

then, simply let it liapben. It is reassuring to know that

something that is fun is also good for the people involved.
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